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REPORTS & COMMENTS

1. Call to Order
& Public
Comments

The meeting was called to order at 8:35 a.m. by Board President
Steve Guptill. The retreat will follow the meeting. Director Mills
added that an additional item was added to the agenda yesterday.
Action on that item, which will require board approval, will need to
be delayed until 11:15 am, in order to be in compliance with public
meeting requirements which require 24 hours’ notice.

2. Approval of
Agenda

Vice President Tom Mesaros moved to approve the
agenda. The motion was seconded by Mayor Jon
Nehring and approved unanimously.

3. Consent
Agenda:
Minutes and
Blanket
Voucher &
Payroll
Approval
Form

Minutes from the Regular Board Meeting of February 21, 2019
February Blanket Voucher & Payroll Approval Form: Checks
11384 - 11475, for a total of $390,379.92, and Payroll Direct
Deposit, in the amount of $1,375,613.58
Vice President Mesaros moved to approve the consent
agenda. The motion was seconded by Councilmember
Judy Tuohy and approved unanimously.

ACTION OR
FOLLOW-UP

Agenda
approved

Consent Agenda
Approved
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4. Reports

A.

Agency Reports:
I.
Director’s Report. In addition to items contained in his
report, the Director Mills commented on the following:
 National Telecommunicators’ Week is scheduled for
the week of April 14th. This is a time to recognize the
hard work being done by the 911 Dispatchers. Board
members and user agency personnel are encouraged
to stop by that week to express their thanks.
 Facility Study update. The consultant reported that the
final report containing all comments submitted will be
available for the April meeting. The director will
provide the link to the final report once he has that
available.
II.
Operations Update. Deputy Director Terry Peterson
highlighted a few items from his report:
 Off-The-Floor team trainings have been completed.
This was an opportunity to share progress and all
changes within the organization over the last few
years.
 The agency monitors the NENA busy hour, which is
the most stringent part of the NENA call answer
standard. The standard states that 90% of calls (within
the busiest hour of the day) are answered in 10
seconds or less. For the first time since consolidation,
the agency met the standard every day in the month of
February. This is an example of one of the goals of
consolidation, improving the level of service.

III.

Wireless Technology Update. Deputy Director Steiner
highlighted a couple of things from his report:


IV.

He has been working on integrating their business with
SNO911, including over 80 agreements just for their
tower sites alone. These include site leases, road
agreements, maintenance contracts, and utility
easements. Director Mills expressed his appreciation
for the work that Deputy Director Steiner has done on
this project.



They have found a highly favorable candidate for the
Project Manager position. They will discuss this
candidate later in the meeting.



He updated the inventory status, and reported they
have reviewed past minutes for board action to
validate some of the items that were disposed. They
continue to discover that items were disposed of
according to policy, but were not updated on the asset
list.

Technology Update. IT Director Steve Lawlor added an
items in addition to his report:
 He updated the board on the status of the replacement
of the power distribution units for the New World
cabinets. These have been completed at North
Campus, and he reports they now be focusing on
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replacing the units at South Campus. He added that he
hopes these changes will help prevent anymore
outages like they recently had.
B.

C.
5. Committee
Reports

A.

Police TAC. Assistant Chief Jim Lawless reported that Police
TAC met last week. Besides regular business, they discussed
some coding issues that will help them pull data related to
opiate usage.
Fire TAC. President Guptill reported that Fire TAC met
yesterday. Nothing to report.
Finance Committee. Commissioner Chan reported that the
committee met on March 12th and discussed the following:
 The 2018 carryover in the amount of $1,764,848. They
recommended moving this into reserves.
 The baseline fund balance for the operating account is $1.5
million, which represents a month of operating expenses.
 Possible changes to the bylaws were also discussed and
will be addressed later in the meeting.
 Funding the Capital Plan for 5 year.
Commissioner Chan brought up the subject of auditing and
recommends that the Finance Committee interface with the
State Auditor. President Guptill added that all board members
receive an invitation to attend both pre and post audit meetings.
Following some discussion, Director Mills reported on the yearend financial report provided in the meeting packet. He pointed
out a few of the items contained in the report, including:
 This was not a consolidated budget, it was SNOPAC
and SNOCOM’s budgets combined.
 The issue regarding the calculation of late fees as
defined in the ILA isn’t clear. Currently, there are no
agencies that this would affect, but the finance
department has recognized that some clarity on this is
needed.
 At the end of the year, the agency was at 96.4% of their
budgeted expenditures.
 Overtime was at 223.3% of the budget. We do not
budget projected actuals for OT and rather depend on
savings elsewhere in the budget. This was a legacy
practice that continues in the new agency.
 Carryover funds are $1,764,848. The agency is asking
the board today to take action on the proposed
recommendation.
There was a comment about future Wireless Technology
assessments for 2021. The director commented that the
subject of future assessments is part of the Retreat Agenda,
and the agency will be looking to the Board for help in building
Motion approved
the 2021 budget.
Commissioner Chan made a motion to move the 2018
carryover, in the amount of $1,764,848, into Reserves.
The motion was seconded by Vice-President Mesaros
and approved unanimously.
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B.

Personnel Committee. Police Chief Compaan stated that the
committee met on March 12th, and a summary of the meeting
is contained in today’s packet. There are three action items
proposed that will affect the 403(b) Plan.
1)
Legal Document. The SNO911 Attorney, Jordan
Stephens, provided some explanation to the board on
the update to the plan, which allows for tax-deferred
investing by employees. The amended plan is provided
in today’s packet and incorporates changes to the law,
as well as recognizing the changes of the consolidated
and merged agency.
2)
Personnel Administrative Manual (PAM) Policy.
Changes are reflected in the document provided.
3)
Appointive Staff Policy Edits. Director Baird went over
the changes reflected in the document provided which
included additional legal edits from Summit Law. She
confirmed that all affected employees have been
updated as to the changes proposed.
Vice President Mesaros moved that the Snohomish Amended plan
County 911 amended and restated 403(b) plan, in document
substantially the form as has been presented to the approved
Board of Directors, be adopted and the Executive
Director be authorized to sign the amended and restated
plan document on behalf of Snohomish County 911. The
motion was seconded by Assistant Chief Jeremy
Stocker and approved unanimously.
Mayor Jon Nehring moved to accept the edits as
presented to the PAM and Appointive Staff Policies. The
motion was seconded by Assistant Chief Stocker. A Motion approved
friendly amendment to the motion was made: Vice
President Mesaros moved to strike the word “you” on
page 74 and replace it with the word “who”. The
amendment to the motion was seconded by Assistant
Chief Stocker.
The motion was approved unanimously.

C.

Chief Compaan provided a handout listing the final goals from
the Executive’s Director performance review, as well as the
discussion from last meeting’s Executive Session. This covers
the January-June 2019 time period. It was explained that the
board had decided to review the Director’s performance over
periods of 6 months. The chief also updated the board on the
job description status. He plans on bringing the updated
version to the April meeting. He asks that the board members
email him with any inputs they may have.
County EESCS Committee. Chief Rick Smith reported that
the group held their quarterly meeting last week. Currently,
revenues are above projection, with expenditures tracking
below. He added that Manager Vicki Thoroughman provided a
future synopsis for the group. The board recognized the great
job Chris Spooner has done with getting folks certified and recertified, as well as her work on EsiNet. This, along with the
integration and migration work has been going very well. They
also recognized the outstanding GIS work that was done by
5

D.

6. Mission
Statement

Rob Thurston and Drew Schwitters. Their accuracy was found
to be 98.88%, the highest around. Lastly, the board recognized
that Snohomish County emergency communications is at a
high level compared with other counties I
County ECSF Program Advisory Board (Prop 1).
Snohomish County Executive Director Susan Neely reported
that the advisory board is trying to determine its role in the radio
project, but she thinks it’s more financial, since as the money
comes in, the board will be the group who will be making
recommendations to the Executive Council. She doesn’t think
the group will be weighing in on the technical aspects of the
project. The tax takes effect April 1st. The county won’t start
receiving revenue until June.

Adoption of Agency Mission Statement. Director Mills referred
to the Mission Statement and set of Values that were developed
by a group consisting of employees, board and agency members.
The group met during 3 sessions with the facilitator from JB
Consulting. This is the same facilitator who helped with the
employee survey. He commented on a couple of clarity changes
that will be made to the final statement. He is asking for the Board
to adopt this statement and values today.
Chief John Dyer moved to adopt the Mission Statement and
Values as amended for Snohomish County 911. The motion Motion approved
was seconded by Chief Dan Templeman and approved
unanimously.

7. Policy
Discussion

Radio Replacement Policy Discussion: Multi-band Radios.
Director Mills provided some background on interoperability. An
informational document is provided in the meeting packet. He
spoke about the critical need for this feature and mentioned the
need for interoperability varies around the county. He also spoke
on the cost of providing multi-band radios to everyone, as well as
the costs associated with activating them. He explained before
returning to the board for final approval, they plan to assess each
agency’s need in order to determine what kind of radios should be
purchased because SNO911 did not currently have a thorough
enough understanding of the specifics of that need. While the
purchase of the radios was included in the project’s budget, the
cost to activate them was not. Discussions on this subject have
been held at the Design Review Committee, who recommended
that everyone get the multi-band radios. Lengthy discussion
followed and numerous board members expressed their opinions
on this issue.
President Guptill stated for the record that he appreciated the
additional background on the hardware and activation costs
provided by Deputy Director Steiner. He has already purchased
some multi-band radios a couple of years ago. He reviewed his
purchase order and quote from Motorola and it did not include a
separate activation fee for the hardware purchased. It also didn’t
equal the total amount mentioned today. He hopes that Motorola
keeps in mind the visibility of the process they engage in with the
County.
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8. Executive
Session

President Guptill adjourned the special meeting at 9:45 a.m. in
order to move into Executive Session to review negotiations on
the performance of a publicly bid contract under the authority of
RCW 42.30.110(1)(d). The Session was expected to last 5
minutes.
 At 9:50, the Executive Session was extended for 5 minutes.
At 9:55 a.m. President Guptill reconvened the Special Board
meeting. No action was taken

9. Committee
Appointments

President Guptill announced that at the last meeting there was
discussion on the need for two new standing committees. He
asked those who were interested in serving on the new committees
to email him.
The Future Facility Evaluation Committee is based upon the
presentation the board recently received from the architectural
consultant.
Mayor Nehring moved to accept the following list of people
to serve: Mayor Pam Pruitt, Mayor Bob Colinas, Executive Motion approved
Director Susan Neely, Assistant Chief Doug Dahl, Chief Dave
DeMarco and President Steve Guptill. The motion was
seconded by Vice President Mesaros and approved
unanimously.
The other committee is the Tyler Senior Leadership Committee,
whose purpose will be to re-engage with the executives of Tyler
Technologies in order to discuss frustrations with developments in
the New World software.
Chief Dyer moved to accept the following list of people to
serve on the committee: Sheriff Ty Trenary, Chief DeMarco, Motion approved
Assistant Chief Dahl, President Guptill, Chief Greg Elwin and
Vice President Tom Mesaros. The motion was seconded by
Assistant Chief Stocker and approved unanimously.
In the interest of getting the initial meetings scheduled, President
Guptill offered to send out a meeting scheduling poll the first of next
week. Leadership of the group and a schedule of future meetings
will be established during the first meeting.

10. Policy Update

Meals and Refreshments Policy Update. Director Mills explained
that a version of the policy went out the previous month that did not
contain the latest update. The update is highlighted in the copy
included in the packet which was the same version reviewed and
recommended by the Finance Committee.
Motion approved
Councilmember Judy Tuohy moved to accept the Meals and
Refreshments Policy as corrected. The motion was
seconded by Commissioner Chan and approved
unanimously.

11. Executive
Session

President Guptill adjourned the special meeting at 10:05 a.m. in
order to move into Executive Session to review the qualifications
and performance of a public employee under the authority of RCW
42.30.110(1)(g). The Session was expected to last 20 minutes.
 At 10:25, the Executive Session was extended for 10 minutes.
 At 10:35, the Executive Session was extended for 5 minutes.
 At 10:40, the Executive Session was extended for 5 minutes,
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At 10:45 a.m. President Guptill reconvened the Special Board
meeting, with the following action:
Chief Templeman moved to open up the Executive
Director’s position for a nationwide search. The motion was
seconded by Mayor Pruitt.
Chief Dyer stated the rationale behind this approach should not
be interpreted as a reflection of the performance of the current
Director. Chief Templeman also offered clarification this motion is
driven by process and not a reflection on the current Director. A
board member asked the position of the Personnel Committee on
this matter and Chief Compaan reported that the committee had
voted 4 to 1 to not move forward with a nationwide search.
The vote was called, and the results were by a show of
hands with 4 in favor of the motion and 8 against. The
motion failed.
Vice President Mesaros moved to authorize the Personnel
Committee to use any resources they deem necessary in
order to enter into contract negotiations with the current
Interim Executive Director and bring back their
recommendation to the Board for finalizing the agreement.
The motion was seconded by Mayor Nehring. After some
brief discussion, a vote was called and the board approved
the motion unanimously.

Motion failed

Motion approved

12. Recess and
Reconvene

The board recessed at 10:55 a.m. for a 10 minute break. President
Guptill reconvened the Special Meeting at 11:05 a.m.

13. Radio
Replacement
Project
Manager

Director Mills handed out an Action Proposal Form. He gave some
background on the new position that was previously approved by
the SERS Board last year. The SNO911 Board has been
discussing this position during recent meetings. Funding will be
coming from the radio project budget and will not have any impact
the assessments or agency budget. Both deputy directors provided
some additional details. The initial plan is to offer the position as
an hourly one until a background is completed, then once a formal
offer is accepted, the candidate would be at at-will employee.
Following some discussion which raised concerns of hiring an
employee before a complete background investigation is
completed, the consensus of the board was to wait until the
investigation is complete before a formal offer is given.
Assistant Chief Stocker moved to approve the executive
staff to negotiate and move forward with a conditional offer Motion approved
of employment, once a background investigation has been
completed and legal has reviewed, with a total annual
compensation not to exceed $195,000 (including benefits)
and a $10,000 one-time relocation payment consistent with
the information in the action proposal form. The motion was
seconded by Vice-President Mesaros and approved
unanimously.

Good of the
Order

Director Mills announced that Brenda Froland is leaving the
agency. He thanked her for hard work and dedication to SNO911
and wished her well. The board gave her a standing ovation.
Commissioner Chan announced that Commissioner Schrock is
recovering well from his surgery.
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Adjourned

President Guptill adjourned the meeting at 11:20 and moved
directly into their retreat presentation.
The next meeting of the Snohomish County 911 Board of Directors
will be on April 18, 2019, South County Fire.
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Radio Replacement Project (RRP)
Policy Discussion: Immediate Needs Radio Replacement
Consistent with project governance the following outlines one of the key decisions related to the RRP.
This is one of several policy decisions that the SNO911 Board will weigh in on.
A select number of our member agencies have a need to obtain new subscriber units for new staff and
vehicles as they are added to their ranks through normal business and potentially some radios that have
failed and are not operational. With the enactment of the Sales Tax this year, agencies are asking if/when
SNO911 will be providing these new radios and associated services to commission them. These radios
were not accounted for by the agencies during the brief audits last year, and therefore are not a part of
the Radio Replacement Project. We are actively evaluating the scope of this need.
In order to best serve our agencies immediate need, the staff is requesting a special mechanism be created
within the funding/approval methodologies of Wireless Technology to set aside funds that can be used
for the timely purchase of subscriber units as well as related accessories, equipment and services so that
SNO911 can facilitate these additional radio installations prior to the initial shipments of subscriber radios
currently slated for 4th Quarter 2019
For agencies that choose to perform their own installation, SNO911 will provide the necessary subscriber
unit, associated installation hardware and accessories and provide programming services, but the
installation costs will be paid directly by the agency.
This request is being made under the assumption that the County will ultimately reimburse SNO911
Wireless Tech. for the costs associated and allowed to facilitate the above services. It will be the
responsibility of SNO911 to ensure that any request for reimbursement to the County is in accordance
with the applicable RCW.

Recommendation/Motion:
I move to give SNO911 staff the authority to purchase subscriber equipment, accessories, and services
as necessary and required to properly equip member agency personnel and apparatus with urgent radio
replacement needs as described in detail in this Action Proposal Form.
No budgetary impact anticipated.
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Radio Replacement Project (RRP)
Policy Discussion: Emergency Communications Planning Responsibility
Consistent with project governance the following outlines one of the key decisions related to the RRP.
This is one of several policy decisions that the SNO911 Board will weigh in on.
With the Radio Replacement Project (RRP) underway, SNO911 staff recognize that a long-term plan must
be developed to keep the system purchased supported by the vendor(s) as well as plan for its eventual
replacement. In addition to the system, the replacement/upgrade of subscriber units associated with this
or any other system and must also be included in that plan on behalf of our agencies.
It is the intention of the staff at SNO911 to take responsibility for the future planning of the wireless
communications system(s) for our member agencies. This term is used purposefully as the future may
not be just LMR (Land Mobile Radio) as it is today, and therefore SNO911 must be open to any and all
solutions that may be in the future. SNO911 staff will be required to create and maintain a long-term
“emergency communications” spending plan through which cost projections will be made to create a
mechanism to ensure availability of funds at necessary dates.
It is intended that this long-term plan will be used in conjunction with the tax revenue forecasts as it is
envisioned that any replacement funding will be sourced via the sales tax. This long-term plan will be
made available to each member agency upon request.
Recommendation/Motion:
I move to authorize staff to create and sustain a long-term “Emergency Communications” spending plan
which is to be updated every other year (at minimum) and used for forecasting spending for a range of 5
to 15 years.

Funding: TBD
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Radio Replacement Project (RRP)
Policy Discussion: Subscriber Unit Ownership of Equipment Purchased by SNO911 on
Behalf of Member Agencies

Consistent with project governance the following outlines one of the key decisions related to the RRP.
This is one of several policy decisions that the SNO911 Board will weigh in on.
The Radio Replacement Project (RRP) is currently envisioned to have SNO911 purchase a large amount of
equipment that will ultimately be used and controlled (i.e. inventory control) by our member agencies.
The ILA between the County and SNO911 states that SNO911 will legally own all of the equipment
provided under this agreement, but does contain a provision which allows SNO911 to transfer ownership
for subscriber equipment. The Motorola contract also has provisions that state that the subscriber
equipment warranties are transferrable to any end user agency.
It is the intention of the staff at SNO911 that the legal ownership of the subscriber equipment be
transferred to each member agency upon the installation of the equipment (in the case of fixed locations
or vehicles) or receipt of operational equipment (in the case of portables).
SNO911 will work with outside legal counsel to ensure that the transfer of ownership is in compliant with
all applicable laws and SNO911 policies
Recommendation/Motion:
I move to authorize staff to develop the necessary plans and agreements that will allow for the transfer
of ownership of subscriber equipment purchased through the Radio Replacement Project and/or any
other equipment purchased by SNO911 that is ultimately used and physically controlled by a user
agency.
No Budget Impacts Anticipated
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Radio Replacement Project (RRP)
Policy Discussion: Encryption Support for Fire Subscribers
Consistent with project governance the following outlines one of the key decisions related to the RRP.
This is one of several policy decisions that the SNO911 Board will weigh in on.
Through the course of the Design Review process the Project Performance Committee has identified the
need for encryption to be added to fire subscribers to maintain their current ability to monitor select law
talkgroups. This is additional functionality than what was requested in the original RFP and represents
increased scope to the existing contract.
Today, most law talkgroups are not encrypted, and therefore to monitor law does not require encryption
for anyone. It is currently being discussed that all law talkgroups will move to encryption automatically
when the new system goes live, hence the need for fire radios to follow suit.
This does not mean that fire talkgroups will become encrypted, the current plan is for them to stay “clear”,
but fire radios will be programmed to operate encrypted when on an encrypted law talkgroup.
This motion authorizes Wireless Tech. to negotiate this additional scope with Motorola and should an
acceptable price be reached, authorize a change order to the project to add matching encryption types
between fire and law where necessary, and the other necessary Motorola features for encryption
maintenance including but not limited to Over the Air Rekeying, and Multi-Key.
Recommendation/Motion:
I move to give staff the authority to negotiate with Motorola to add encryption support to the necessary
fire agency radios for interoperability with our law agencies.
Note: Reviewed and Support at April Finance Committee
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Considerations for Encryption in Public Safety
Radio Systems
Sept 2016
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Preface
This document was developed at the request of the public safety community to provide
supporting information for consideration and decisions at all levels of government to encrypt
critical portions of public safety communications systems. It is essential the design and
operation of mission critical radio systems enable voice and data communications that is
protected from unauthorized reception as required.
This document examines the complex issues of why encryption may be needed during critical
operations of an urgent or time-sensitive nature or when open communications may not be
sufficient to protect personally identifiable and/or sensitive information. It should be noted
that there may be differing legal requirements in various jurisdictions relating to the encryption
of communications on Public Safety radio systems. Therefore, when considering encryption, in
addition to operational and policy considerations, a legal analysis should be conducted.
This report is a result of an extended effort by the Federal Partnership for Interoperable
Communications (FPIC)1 Security Working Group and other contributing individuals, agencies,
and organizations outlined in Appendix B. The FPIC wishes to acknowledge the valuable input
of the following groups and organizations: Department of Homeland Security OneDHS
Emergency Communications Committee2, SAFECOM Emergency Response Council (ERC)3, the
National Council for Statewide Interoperability Coordinators (NCSWIC)4, and the DHS Southwest
Border Communications Working Group (SWBCWG)5. It is important to note that there are
significant governance, policy, and training implications that must be considered with the use of
encryption. In addition, a Fact Sheet has been developed to accompany this document that
provides a high-level summary of the key facts, issues, and recommendations for the
encryption of public safety radio systems at all levels of government.

1

The FPIC is recognized as a technical advisory group to SAFECOM and the ECPC and works to address technical
and operational wireless issues relative to interoperability within the federal emergency communications
community, as well as interfaces with state and local agencies. It includes more than 200 federal, State, local, and
tribal public safety representatives from over 45 Federal agencies, as well as representatives from State, tribal and
local entities.

2

OneDHS worked to coordinate and integrate communications activity within DHS.
SAFECOM was formed in 2001 after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 as part of the Presidential EGovernment Initiative to improve public safety interoperability, allowing emergency responders to communicate
effectively before, during, and after emergencies and disasters. Although the ERC is no longer active, its former
members comprise the overall SAFECOM membership.
3

4

NCSWIC assists state and territory interoperability coordinators with promoting the critical importance of
interoperable communications and the sharing of best practices to ensure the highest level of interoperable
communications across the nation.

5

SWBCWG serves as a forum for F/S/L/T agencies in Arizona, California, New Mexico, and Texas to share
information on common communications issues; collaborate on existing and planned activities; and, facilitate
federal involvement in multi-agency projects within the Southwest Border Region.
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Executive Summary
We live in an ever-changing world, and the world is becoming a more complicated (and
dangerous) place to live and work. This has caused public safety agencies to place greater
importance on how it uses technology and how it enhances the ability to protect and serve.
Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, public safety has had to rethink
communications strategies to meet the challenges of this changing world. Today we find many
public safety communications channels streamed across the Internet or openly broadcast giving
the public, media, criminals, and potential terrorists immediate access to crucial public safety
information. As agencies work to enhance interoperability, they also have to remain keenly
aware of the need to protect critical public safety communications from compromise, so that
information cannot be used to hinder emergency response, impede investigation and
surveillance, or endanger the public. Public safety agencies should begin to think about
protecting that information and consider how factors such as interoperability, cost, and
complexity may be affected. As we design, upgrade, and implement public safety
communications systems, protecting critical information should become part of the process.
Public safety radio encryption may be the best way to protect critical information transmitted
over the airwaves from compromise and disclosure. There are a number of examples how
encryption can help mitigate problems created by open or unauthorized listening to sensitive
public safety information. Some recent incidents are illustrated in this document. They include
active shooter incidents, public knowledge of sensitive public safety information, and the safety
of personnel, the public and property. In addition, other generalized scenarios that involve
Urban Search and Rescue, training, emergency response, active investigation and surveillance,
personally identifiable information, and scanners/social media are discussed.
The implementation of encryption is an important policy decision that stakeholders, decisionmakers, and leadership must carefully consider and plan. This paper explores the reasons,
implications, and considerations associated with the decision to encrypt. As shown, encryption
can significantly decrease the possibility that sensitive public safety information can be used to
impede effective emergency response or jeopardize the safety of life and property.
Undoubtedly, the policy and legal decision to encrypt can be complex, but the threat of the
compromise of critical information to the safety of the public is clear.
Before decisions are made regarding when and how to encrypt, it is very important to consider
what information should be protected. Although each jurisdiction or agency will likely have
differing perspectives, the primary questions to be addressed will be fairly common. These
questions include:
•
•

What information should be protected (encrypted)?
What method of encryption should be implemented?
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•
•
•

What is the impact on communications interoperability?
What about the added cost versus the impact of compromise?
What is the effect on public information access?

All the factors discussed should be thoroughly and carefully considered before reaching a
decision regarding encryption for a public safety radio system in a specific jurisdiction or
discipline. Most Federal agencies continue to recognize the importance of encrypting public
safety mission critical radio communications and understand encryption is vital to national
security and mission integrity. State and local governments should consider the basic question:
Does the cost and effort related to the implementation and management of encryption
outweigh the risks associated with the exposure of sensitive information?
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Considerations for Encryption
The District of Columbia Chief of Police, in a 2011 testimony, urged the city council to approve
the encryption of their public safety radio system by stating it would "deter crime, as criminals
have used scanners to track police activity and plan their crimes." She cited a number of cases
where un-encrypted radios allowed criminals to intercept police radio transmissions and thwart
law enforcement prevention of crimes. They included some carjacking incidents in 2010 and a
drug operation run out of a public laundry.6
This example is somewhat typical of why many jurisdictions are implementing encryption
within their public safety communications systems. They do not want criminals to be able to
"scan" or listen to police radio communications and they want to be able to protect other
sensitive information from unauthorized use.
There are thousands of radio systems either existing or planned for our Nation's public safety
agencies. Many of these agencies combine local, regional, or statewide government
communications needs into multi-jurisdictional or multi-discipline systems, often integrating
functions such as public safety, public service, maintenance, and administration into a single
radio system. Although all of these functions are not generally critical to the safety of life, they
do support law enforcement, firefighting, and emergency medical missions. Those missions
often involve:
•
•
•
•
•

Safety of personnel, and enhanced safety of the public and property,
Sensitive law enforcement information including active investigations and surveillance,
Personally identifiable information (PII, Sensitive PII and/or protected health
information (PHI) privacy act or health privacy data),
Tactical/investigative information that may jeopardize law enforcement operations, and
Disaster incident information that may reduce reaction abilities of public safety officials.

In many cases, public safety radio communications are transmitted “in the clear7," leaving little
protection from monitoring by someone with a basic knowledge of radio communications and
fairly simple equipment. Interception of all public safety radio traffic is unlikely, but the
compromise of some information can be problematic and may jeopardize safety and mission
integrity.
The use of encryption helps manage the risk to personnel safety and protection of sensitive
information. Each agency must assess the risk of not encrypting radio traffic against the
potential effect of that traffic being intercepted. If the impact is insignificant, then the risk may
be acceptable. An example might be the "clear" transmission of administrative traffic involving
6

DCist.com, Nov 7, 2011.
“In the clear” transmissions are unencrypted radio signals that are open to reception and listening by anyone
with a receiver.

7
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maintenance, transportation, or other non-mission critical information. In this case, that
information is generally not critical. On the other hand, the impact of not protecting more
sensitive information and potentially divulging that information to someone who is not
authorized to receive it or who might use that information for criminal activities might be lifethreatening or extremely detrimental to the safeguarding of property.
The best way to attempt to protect sensitive information and to ensure that public safety
personnel and operations are protected from unwanted disclosure is to encrypt part or all of
the radio traffic. Encryption provides the assurance that this sensitive information can be
reasonably safe from unwanted use.
What is Encryption and how does it protect critical information?8
In a radio communications system, encryption is a means of encoding radio transmissions in
such a way that only the person or system with the proper key9 can decode it. An encryption
algorithm or cipher "codes" the information to such a degree that it becomes extremely
difficult to listen to radio transmissions without authorization, the proper decoding equipment,
and the correct key. Many public safety radio systems today are digital and designed in
compliance with applicable industry standards such as Project 25 or P2510, which improves
interoperability between radio systems. The P25 standard includes a strong encryption method
known as the Advanced Encryption Standard, or AES11. AES is a standard created by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), an agency of the U.S. Department of
Commerce. Project 25 selected AES, with a 256 bit key length (AES-256), as the primary
encryption algorithm for interoperability. With the use of P25 AES, public safety agencies can
provide the best, currently available protection for their radio traffic to attempt to assure it is
protected against unauthorized access. Although the Data Encryption Standard (DES) is still
utilized for interoperability, agencies are strongly encouraged to migrate to AES due to the
known vulnerability of the older algorithm (DES). Importantly, encryption techniques and
algorithm deployments other than AES-256 are vulnerable to compromise.

8

Detailed information regarding encryption for public safety radio systems can be found in the SAFECOM –
NCSWIC – FPIC publication: Guidelines for Encryption in Public Safety Radio Systems, February 2016, which can be
found at http://www.dhs.gov/technology.

9

An encryption key is a parameter that allows the encryption algorithm to function effectively. It literally "locks"
and "unlocks" protected information

10

Project P25 (P25) is the standard for the design and manufacture of interoperable digital two-way wireless
communications products. Developed in North America with state, local and federal representatives and
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) governance, P25 has gained worldwide acceptance for public
safety, security, public service, and commercial applications.

11

AES or Advanced Encryption Standard is described in Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 197,
National Institute of Standards and Technology. FIPS 140-2 outlines how AES is applied to cryptographic modules
in radio systems.
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Examples of Why Encryption is Desirable
An effective way to illustrate that encryption of public safety land mobile radios is desirable is
to discuss the risk and consequences of not encrypting radios. The incidents below illustrate
why encryption has become a preferred means for the safety of personnel and the protection
of sensitive information. Additionally, a number of scenario-based incidents and other
considerations that can be affected by the decision to encrypt are listed and described in more
detail in Appendix A.
Specific Examples based on actual incidents:
•

Ft. Hood Active Shooter – The tragic shooting at Ft. Hood, Texas on April 4, 2014 further
illustrates the need to encrypt sensitive law enforcement communications. At 5:57pm
the discussion began on the popular website reddit.com12. The first item to be posted
was the link to the live feed of the local public safety agency13. Within a few minutes an
update was posted that announced the first shooter was down and the police were
looking for a second suspect driving a late model Toyota Camry armed with a .45 caliber
handgun. Minutes later someone posted that the second suspect is “at large” wearing
an army combat uniform. The first ten minutes of the scanner audio was even posted to
YouTube14. This was from one social media site. There were others that exploited this
information, potentially hindering emergency response. In this age of instant access to
information it is essential to the successful outcome of any situation that requires public
safety response to control the means of mission critical communications and to ensure
tactical information is not disseminated for everyone to hear.

•

Phoenix, Arizona – In January 201315, the Phoenix Police broadcast the location of a
shooting suspect’s home, alerting the media and causing the suspect to flee prior to
police apprehension. Other incidents in Phoenix have complicated investigations and
allowed public access to criminal information of minors, as well as tactical information
regarding stakeouts and criminal investigations including incidents involving juveniles,
fugitives from justice, and compromise of tactical positions and response. These
incidents caused the Police Department to encrypt a portion of their radio traffic to
enhance officer safety and protect sensitive law enforcement and personal information.

•

Fort Collins, Colorado – In 2013, the Fort Collins Colorado Police Department16 began
encrypting all routine radio traffic so the public could not listen with scanners or

12

(http://www.reddit.com/r/news/comments/221t52/live
http://www.broadcastify.com/listen/feed/219
14
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptTljYxuN_M
15
The Republic, AZCentral.com, March 7, 2013, Phoenix to shield police radio traffic.
16
Coloradoan.com, May 28, 2013, Fort Collins police to silence public radio broadcast.
13
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smartphone apps. This was done to improve officer safety and to prevent exposure of
citizens’ private information. In this case, the media was allowed to use radios provided
by the police to monitor dispatch channels only.
•

Allentown, Pennsylvania – In 2012, the Allentown Pennsylvania Police Department17
encrypted their radio system to “increase officer safety and enhance operational
security”. The Allentown Mayor believes this will prevent criminals from listening to
sensitive transmissions with commercially available scanners and smart phone apps.

•

Fairfax County, Virginia – In 2011, Fairfax County Police were dealing with home
invasions and robberies targeting one ethnic group. After numerous incidents and calls
from eyewitnesses, the police determined the perpetrators were deploying radio
scanners to monitor and avoid responding police units.
Proactive County communications officers were able to thwart these criminals quickly.
They deployed encrypted radios within the Police and Sheriff Departments and
distributed a communications plan to the police task force detailed to combat these
activities. Within several days, the reaction teams intercepted the subjects in
commission of a burglary involving breaking and entering.

• Garden City, Kansas - As reported in 201018, the Garden City Kansas Police Department

decided to encrypt department radios for officer safety and criminal investigation
purposes. Department officials stated that "The primary factor is the safety of the
officers. Basically, it boils down to officers can now respond and coordinate efforts for
certain incidents, and everybody doesn't hear it. Scanner traffic is available online now,
and there are even applications for smart phones." Encrypting police traffic prevents
criminals from using scanners to monitor police activity while committing crimes.

Some Key Issues
The decision regarding when and how to encrypt should include a requirement to resolve the
important issues of encrypting radio traffic. A number of factors must be taken into
consideration that may impact operability as well as interoperability.
•

17
18

What to encrypt – Public safety agencies should review their jurisdictional legal
requirements, operational environment, pertinent standard operating procedures, and
communication vulnerabilities. If the intent is to prevent unauthorized persons from
listening to or viewing the data, an agency may need to use encryption. As encryption
protects sensitive information, it is not necessarily needed to protect routine

The Express-Times, August 6, 2012, Allentown Police Department switches to encrypted radios….
The Garden City Telegram, July 10, 2010, Police Scanner Encryption Under Fire.
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information whose potential compromise does not adversely affect operations or
endanger the public. Many agencies encrypt SWAT and surveillance operations, but do
not encrypt day-to-day police activities. In many cases, emergency medical
transmissions are often encrypted to protect patient privacy. Arguably though,
emergency medical transmissions between the response vehicle and the medical facility
can be hindered by encryption.
•

How to Encrypt – The method of encryption is as important a decision as what to
encrypt. The recommended encryption method is AES, as described in NIST publication
FIPS 197. With a 256-bit key, AES is the P25 method of choice for encrypting sensitive
information. It is believed that other currently available encryption methods do not
offer the level of security required for public safety communications and can be easily
decrypted.

•

The impact on Interoperability - Another important factor to be considered when
deciding whether to encrypt public safety radio systems is "how will encryption affect
my ability to communicate within my agency, within my jurisdiction, with neighboring
jurisdictions or regional/statewide systems, or with federal partners?" Consistent
planning, deliberate system design, and close coordination with all stakeholders will
help solve this potential interoperability issue. An example of how this potential
problem can be overcome is provided by the Washington, D.C. National Capital Region
(NCR). The NCR has created a Strategic Regional Encryption Plan with common zones
that have shared encryption keys in both DES and AES to accommodate differences with
existing capabilities. Regional zones in the radios allow for critical mutual aid
responses to be on encrypted channels. Consideration must be given to the potential
impact on interoperability when encryption is utilized in large scale events that include
mutual aid agencies that do not typically respond together. Without effective planning,
communication capabilities may be impacted.

•

Public Information Access –The public information aspect of public safety
communications can create conflicts with the operational needs of agencies. Some
information needs to be protected to assure the integrity of ongoing investigations or
incidents, where the release of such information would be detrimental to the safety of
life and property. Public Information may be accessed through Public Information
Officer (PIO) websites, social media feeds, or directly to the media. There are a number
of legal issues regarding public access to public safety communications (non-broadcast)
that need to be examined.

• General Cost Considerations - Cost is often cited as a primary reason many public safety
agencies do not encrypt radio traffic. Although encryption does add cost to system
procurement, it is not as much as has been suggested in some recent press releases and
articles. There are a number of factors that influence the cost of encryption, including
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the method of encryption and how the encryption keys are maintained and distributed,
as well as the cost to operate the cryptographic system and the size of the system. This
additional cost can be difficult to justify in lean financial times, consequently a risk
assessment should include the total added cost of encryption versus the impact of not
encrypting sensitive information.
Essentially, a decision to not encrypt mission critical radio transmissions, despite the
added cost, can have a negative impact on how effectively these operations are
conducted. Most federal departments and agencies have thoroughly studied the impact
and chosen a policy of protection. They have opted to encrypt most radio
transmissions, especially mission critical operations such as law enforcement, defense,
and homeland security.

Summary
The examples discussed provide real-world documentation regarding how encryption did or
could have affected the outcome of public safety actions regarding criminal activity or the
compromise of protected personal information. Some jurisdictions generally decide to encrypt
in order to protect this information from the criminal element, and not to deny timely
information regarding disasters or incidents from the public or the media.
In 2007, the National Institute of Justice19 (NIJ) came to some key conclusions regarding voice
encryption for radios including the fact that unencrypted public safety voice transmissions can
be intercepted, abetting criminal activity, thwarting public safety efforts, and endangering the
public and public safety personnel. Those conclusions apply equally today, but with added
importance. Data transmissions on public safety radio systems are much more prevalent today
and are increasingly used to transmit sensitive data on law enforcement activity, as well as
personal and health privacy information. The protection of this information on radio systems is
equally important to protecting voice transmissions, adding to the need for encryption more
than ever.
With the development of broadband wireless systems, the need for encryption becomes more
important in that the volume of information transmitted is increased20, also increasing the
potential exposure to unauthorized use. The design of the National Public Safety Broadband
Network (NPSBN) by FirstNet should include the ability to protect sensitive public safety voice
and data as well as provide for the management of the encryption system.
It is recommended that all the factors discussed here be thoroughly vetted and debated before
reaching a decision regarding encryption for public safety radio systems. Federal agencies
continue to recognize the importance of encrypting public safety radio communications and
19
20

National Institute of Justice, Voice Encryption for Radios, NCJ 217103, Mar 2007.
The greater the bandwidth, the greater the amount of information can be transmitted.
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stress that encryption is vital to national security and mission integrity. State and local
governments must consider the basic question: Does the cost and effort related to the
implementation and management of encryption outweigh the risks associated with the
exposure of sensitive information, such as law enforcement sensitive information, personally
identifiable information, and protected health information?
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APPENDIX A - Scenario-based Examples of how the lack of Encryption may
Compromise Public Safety
There are a number of public safety events and scenarios where the encryption of critical
communications may enhance response and mitigate loss or damage. These scenarios are
generalized and are meant to illustrate potential reasons to consider encryption when
developing public safety communications systems and strategies.
•

Active Shooter Incidents - Over the years, law enforcement responses have evolved to
meet the changing tactics of the active shooter threats. After-action reports for active
shooter events regularly highlight the need for a coordinated response by law
enforcement. In a rapidly evolving incident, accurate information must be provided to
responders and they must coordinate their plans and movements to respond safely.
First responders gain an advantage over adversaries when equipped with a voice radio
system that allows them to communicate clearly during a response. However, the
advantage is negated if the offender(s) are listening to the responding officers. Modern
technology allows perpetrators to monitor police communications from a smart phone
or an inexpensive scanner making it easier than ever before for unencrypted
communications to be intercepted by suspects.

•

Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) Deployments - Currently, Search and Rescue teams
from FEMA and other agencies use radio systems that are encrypted on simplex, duplex
and trunked talk-groups. When an event, such as a hurricane, or other major incident
involving the deployment of these teams, they often manage, direct, and coordinate
federal, State, and local assets responding to these incidents and must use the “lowest
common denominator” to achieve interoperability. In many cases this is unencrypted
communications.
In the recent “Superstorm Sandy” event, numerous federal personnel were paired with
State and Local personnel performing search and rescue missions throughout affected
areas. In general, the federal personnel use encrypted radio systems but communicate
with state/local personnel utilizing unencrypted radios, all potentially relaying or
receiving the same information. These differences can easily cause confusion, and
compromise sensitive information.

•

Training Scenario – This scenario involves the adage that "you must train the way you
fight". In some reported cases, law enforcement training exercises have exposed
specific surveillance and tactical methods by being conducted in the clear, without
encryption. By doing so, the methods that law enforcement officials use to apprehend
criminals are exposed and can be anticipated by the criminal, thereby avoiding
detection and apprehension. By using encryption in training exercises, as well as live
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activities, these procedures, tactics, and methods cannot be intercepted by anyone with
a scanner.
•

Emergency Response to Major Incidents – One of the concerns with not encrypting
public safety radio traffic is the public, the media/press, and others will continue to
react to a report where units (police, fire, EMS) are dispatched to the scene of a major
incident (crash, fire, explosion, Hazmat, etc.), potentially causing a larger crowd than
would otherwise be present and could cause control problems at the scene before the
incident can be managed properly and before the public safety personnel can react to
the emergency creating additional risk for media, citizens, victims, and responding
officers.

•

Active Investigation and Surveillance Scenario – In general, this scenario is where
encryption can protect information involving ongoing investigations of the criminal
element and possibly prevent crime or apprehend criminals in the act. These activities,
in themselves, involve stealth and the need to protect all communications involved from
public consumption. Without encryption, radio traffic that involves investigations,
active surveillance/stakeout, or the information transmitted from a body wire to a
surveillance vehicle can be intercepted by anyone with a scanner, potentially
compromising the investigation. This also applies to the fire investigation process
where fire department cause and origin specialists typically work with sensitive
information and materials related to the case or incident. If an incident is of a larger
magnitude and the investigation is of a sensitive nature, the need for encryption on
specific channels/talkgroups that are assigned to fire investigation or fire marshal units
is imperative.

•

EMS Scenario – This scenario has two distinct sides to it. On one side, encryption of
EMS/Medical traffic can create interoperability issues (as can any application of
encryption). All links must be encrypted, including the link between the ambulance and
the treatment facility, dispatch links, links between neighboring jurisdictions, etc. In
these cases, encryption/key management can become difficult and complicated.
Additionally, some jurisdictions use private or contract operated EMS/ambulance
services, making it even more difficult to maintain and control communications security.
This aspect has resulted in some jurisdictions forbidding encryption of EMS traffic.21
On the other side, the lack of encryption of EMS traffic may compromise sensitive
personal information possibly protected by the Privacy Act (see PII below), and could
provide embarrassing information or information of a sensitive nature such as sexual

21

The State of Minnesota Emergency Medical Services Communications Plan, January 26, 2012, recognizes the
need to protect patient information, but requires that all EMS communications is to remain in the clear, stating
that encryption causes confusion and does not promote interoperability.
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assaults, child endangerment and abuse if transmitted without encryption for anyone to
monitor.
•

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Compromise – Citizen PII is frequently
broadcast in the clear, putting citizens at risk of identity theft, identification in the press,
or by other unauthorized parties. This information may be exposed during traffic stops
or in other routine, investigative, or emergency response incidents. This information
exposes the transmitting agencies to a serious liability when the personally identifiable
information (PII) is compromised in these scenarios and when the information
transmitted is readily available to anyone with a scanner or Internet access.

•

Use of Scanners and Social Media - The lack of encryption on voice channels that
transmit law enforcement sensitive, sensitive medical information and personally
identifiable information (PII) allows the public to listen and gather this information
affording an opportunity to disseminate the information through various means
including the Internet. "Hobbyists” currently scan, record, and rebroadcast Federal,
State, and local public safety radio traffic and document it on a number of public web
sites. Among the published examples in the Nation’s Capital include Homeland
Security counter surveillance missions, FBI aircraft activities, POTUS22 movements, and
2013 Presidential inauguration surveillance information.23
In addition, a number of jurisdictions have set up social media feeds to keep the public
informed about public safety information, but some are reconsidering that decision and
opting for encryption to protect ongoing investigations. During the recent Boston
bombing incident, all law enforcement feeds were temporarily suspended at one point
to protect law enforcement resources and their efforts during the manhunt underway in
the Boston metropolitan area, testing the decision to make all information public
immediately.

22
23

President of the United States
RadioReference.com, Scan DC archives
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Appendix B – Report Contributors
The following Federal, State, and local public safety Departments and Agencies
contributed to the creation and completion of this document. These contributions represent
the combined opinions of recognized subject matter experts in the field of wireless encryption
operations and technology.
•

Connecticut Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection, Division of State
Police

•

Fairfax County (Virginia) Department of Information Technology, Radio Services Division

•

Fairfax County (Virginia) Fire and Rescue

•

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Operational Technology Division, Technical Programs
Section, Radio Systems Development Unit

•

FEMA, Disaster Emergency Communications Branch

•

Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles

•

Lake County (Florida) Department of Public Safety

•

Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, Wireless and Radio Systems Department

•

Missouri Department of Public Safety, Missouri Interoperability Center

•

Montgomery County (Maryland) Police Department

•

Montana Department of Justice, Highway Patrol Division

•

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Information Technology Laboratory,
Computer Security Division

•

Orange County (California) Sheriff’s Department, Radio-Microwave Unit

•

Phoenix (AZ) Police Department

•

Portland (OR) Public Safety Radio Communications Revitalization Program

•

State of South Carolina, Office of the CIO
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•

Texas Department of Public Safety

•

Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, Technical and Firearms Division

•

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation

•

U.S. Capital Police, Communications Division

•

U.S. Coast Guard

•

U.S. Department of Justice, Wireless Management Office

•

U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Customs and Border Protection, National Law
Enforcement Communications Center

•

U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement,
Homeland Security Investigations

•

U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of Coordination and Planning

•

U.S. Marine Corps, MCAS Yuma, Communications Data Electronics Department

•

Washington D.C. Fire and Emergency Services Department

•

Wyoming Public Safety Communications Commission
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ACTION PROPOSAL FORM
Date: 4/9/2019
Action Title: Radio Frequency Planning Consultant
Time Sensitivity: HIGH
Background / Purpose:
The existing radio frequencies are in need of being updated and modified to become compliant
and allow for migration to the new P25 radio system.
The first phase in this process is to conduct in-depth review and analysis of the existing sites,
frequencies and potential for license expansion. These are highly specialized professional
services by someone with the necessary tools and experience to develop a thorough plan.
Upon completion a second phase will include FCC license submissions that will require
additional scope that is as yet undefined.
This work is for non-engineering professional services available locally.
Recommendation:
Move to approve contracting for frequency planning in an amount not to exceed $30,000.
Funding:
Snohomish County Radio Replacement Project Funding
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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

April 15, 2019

To:

Snohomish County 911 Board Members

From:

Kurt Mills, Executive Director

General Operations

Mission-critical systems 1 have been operating at normal since the last Director’s Report.

Future Facility Study

The draft report was shared with Board Members along with a presentation from Ross Drulis
Cusenbery Architecture in February. Feedback from the Board and Staff was provided and the final
draft report can be found here:
https://rdcarchitecture.sharefile.com/share/view/c934c5baa88649fa. The Board has created a
new committee to evaluate the findings that includes Mayors Pam Pruitt and Bob Colinas, Chiefs
Steve Guptill, Dave DeMarco and Doug Dahl and County Executive Director Susan Neely.

National Public Safety Telecommunicators Week

The week of April 14-20th is an opportunity for the community to recognize the hardworking people
behind the radio and 911 calls who are critical to public safety service delivery.

RapidSOS and Improved 911 Location Accuracy

Most of us take for granted that 911 must have as good or better location accuracy than what is
available when ordering a ride share service, but the unfortunate truth is that isn’t the case. For a
variety of reasons 911 lags in this area in part because not everyone carries a smartphone and
carriers have been slow to make location accuracy a priority. A number of technology solution
providers have being pushing into this market space with RapidSOS leading the way. Over the last
year or so SNO911 has been active working with a variety of vendors hoping to bring something to
the market. These partnerships help us influence the needs of a busy 911 center while helping
evolve technology for 911. RapidSOS is a standalone system that provides more accurate location
information to those calling from a suitable device. Through partnership with Rave Technology
SNO911 has had RapidSOS available for several months now and has had at least one incident where
the location information was used to locate someone. We are actively deploying an expansion of
this system that provides additional details to our Supervisors. The challenge remains having two
(or more) systems for location verification so the end game will be that location data is delivered
through the primary 911 system, not a separate system.

1

911 Phones, CAD, Radio, Critical Systems
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SNO911 Employee Committees Reports
To the SNO911 Board of Directors
April 15, 2019
Safety Committee
This month the Safety Committee looked into workplace injuries as reported through the Human
Resources department. All but one incident were falls related to the snowy/icy conditions in the parking
lot. The Safety Committee will be reaching out to the City of Everett Facilities Department to request a
higher priority response for plowing when there is accumulated snow or ice on the ground.
A new safety mirror has been ordered and will be installed at an interior hallway corner where multiple
near collisions between personnel have occurred. After contacting Vanguard, the Safety Committee has
noticed an increased usage of the wet floor signs while the custodian is mopping the floor. The committee
will be reaching out to Vanguard to ask that the bathroom doorstops be removed when not in use to
prevent tripping hazards. The Safety Committee will be moving to quarterly meetings, with the next
meeting scheduled for May 9th.
Sean Kane, Dispatch Supervisor
Recognition Committee
The Recognition Committee met on April 3, 2019. Several topics were discussed during the meeting. These
included how we can better mark significant anniversary milestones. The discussion mainly revolved
around the certificates given at the 5 year milestones, and if there is a better method of recognizing these
anniversaries. It was also noted that the anniversary of full consolidation is coming on May 23rd, and how
we will be celebrating this day. Additional discussion revolved around utilization of the display cabinet in
the hallway, service challenge coins, and the possibility of bringing back the employee of the year
program.
Karl Christian, Operations Manager
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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

4/15/2019

To:

Kurt Mills, Executive Director

From:

Terry Peterson, Deputy Director

Subject:

Operations Update

April 17th Bugout Drill
The April 17th SNO911 Bugout Drill is designed to mimic a situation requiring the emergency
evacuation of SNO911 North Campus. The equipment at South Campus has been tested several
times under controlled conditions, but the actual bugout procedure(s) needs to be tested, refined
and practiced.
The scenario is a semi-truck rolled off of Everett Mall way and hit the corner of the building.
There is significant structural damage to that section of the building where the dispatch center
PSAP staff are located. The power and equipment will remain operational at North Campus, but
the staff will relocate to South Campus. Due to the potential to interrupt real operations, this
drill will only include the following agencies:
Select SNO911 Staff
Marysville Police
Arlington Police
North County Regional Fire

SCSO North Precinct Area, including contract cities
Marysville Fire
Arlington Fire
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Cross Orientation & Training
Staff have continued to make progress on cross position orientation and paperwork training.

Center Operations – Karen McKay & Karl Christian, Operations Managers
We are working on moving all of the PSAP Notify Messages from email to Rave Alert, as well as
notifications to the Operations Managers.
All but a handful of dispatchers/call takers now have access to the Washington State DOL DAPS
program. The dispatchers/call takers will now be able to search for vehicles registered to a person
or query on a partial plate in an attempt to find the correct vehicle and registered owner. The
remaining dispatchers will have access soon. This is a great tool to have, especially when trying
to find vehicle and plate information on a missing or an endangered person. The DAPS program
is now accessible through WA State DOL; we no longer have to go through Secure Access
Washington.
The policy workgroup continues to work on the operations SOPs, bringing them up to date and
deleting duplications.
OPS Manager Karl Christian continues to serve on the Tri-County CCTA Oversight Board. The
MACTAC drills Thursday, March 27th, through Sunday March 30th were a success. Well over 100
participants from King, Pierce, and Snohomish Counties attended the drills. This included Police,
Fire, EMS, and Dispatchers from multiple first responder agencies, and PSAPs. Additional regional
drills are scheduled this week in Pierce County, and May in King County. Additional resource
specific drills and training will continue through 2019, leading to the final Functional Exercise in
May of 2020. It was noted by the Project Coordinator from the King County Office of Emergency
Management, that the success of the Snohomish County drill can be directly attributed to the
Snohomish County 911 staff members that were instrumental in developing scenarios and lesson
plan.
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The project to update TeleStaff to the most recent version is moving forward with the release of
version 7. Tech staff is working on the final technical updates, and will be moving towards setting
up a test environment in the coming weeks.
Karl attended a community meeting at the Tillicum Kiwanis Club in Snohomish on Monday 4/15
with the Deputy Director of Wireless Technology, Brad Steiner. A presentation and Q&A
regarding the radio system and 911 was provided to the group.
Office of Training and Standards ‐Hattie Schweitzer, Operations Manager
Center orientation is slowly wrapping up. It takes a little more time for Supervisors to complete
their orientation, as they don’t spend the majority of their time dispatching.

Overall, we have 13 employees still in progress (6 dispatch staff and 7 shift supervisors). Here is
a little more breakdown of what is left to accomplish:
• Fire
Complete
• Police
4 left
• Cross Trained
9 left
• Of the 13 employees, 6 are Dispatchers and 7 are Shift Supervisors
Our Quality Assurance Unit is continuing efforts towards Accreditation for ProQA. After consulting
with our Priority Dispatch advisors, we have a deeper understanding of our compliance ratings and
how to move forward. Our Quality Assurance Team has done a tremendous amount of QAs in the
last 3 weeks. This, coupled with feedback to dispatch staff, has given us a clearer picture of where
the non-compliance to the protocol is. A little more breakdown about the work that was done in the
last 3 weeks:
•
•
•

136 calls QA’d by our team in the last 3 weeks, vs 57 calls in the previous 3 weeks.
98 calls given as feedback vs 60 calls in the previous 3 weeks
73% average compliance over the last 3 weeks vs 66% average the previous 3 weeks

In addition to the extra QA work, a handful of employees have been identified as needing additional
education and training. The International Academy of Emergency Dispatch recommends personal
training plans in these cases. The best practice approach is targeted additional work with each of
these individuals to improve compliance and ultimately better serve our community.
At this time SNO911 has 14 dispatch trainees. 11 are in Call Taker or Police/Call Taker training, and 3
have completed Call Taking/Police and have moved into Fire Training.
OTS is supporting additional trainings for staff over the next month, including research questions for
ProQA manual operations, agency support paperwork knowledge, and scenes of violence review.

Systems - Andie Burton, Operations Manager
New World Update
Tyler/New World delivered a Hof Fix (HF2) to version 2018.4, which is currently installed in our
development environment on April 12th. Tech staff will be installing the hot fix in the coming
weeks and then testing can begin. There is an end-to-end testing session to include
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representatives from each module scheduled for late April. Gloria Fitzpatrick will be onsite at the
testing for a first-hand account of any issues encountered.
Snohomish County 911 - Staffing Report
4/12/2019
Staffing Data
Full-Time Center Staff
Legacy Employees = Hired before 12/1/2017

New Hire Employees = Hired on/after 12/1/2017

Current #
Status:
3
Legacy: Only trained in call-taking
24
Legacy: Only trained in CT and Police
12
Legacy: Only trained in CT and Fire
4
Currently in cross-training for the 3rd discipline
33
Cross-training completed for all 3 disciplines
11
New Hire who has not completed a 2nd discipline yet
4
New Hire-Completed training in 2 of the 3 required disciplines
91
Total:

Job Title:
Call-Taker
Police Dispatcher
Fire Dispatcher
Cross-Trained Trainee
Cross-Trained Dispatcher
Trainee Dispatcher
Trainee Dispatcher 2

See "Dispatcher Status Log" attached in this week's email for breakdown by employee name

Authorized Staffing Level - (including trainees)

88.3%

Center Staffing Strength - (excludes trainees and LOA's)

76.7%

# of Authorized Full-Time Positions:
# of Full-Time Positions Filled:
# of Current Full-Time Vacancies:
Long Term LOA's

159
142
17

-1
6

# of Current Relief Dispatchers:

F/T Dispatchers:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

103
91
12

Supervisors:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

16
16
0

Leadership Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

5
4
1

Ops Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

6
6
0

Admin Staff:
Authorized F/T Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

9
7
2

Tech Staff:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

11
10
1

Wireless Technology:
Authorized Positions:
Filled F/T Positions:
F/T Vacancies:

9
8
1

Relief dispatchers are not included in any totals/percentages on this report; just an FYI.
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YTD Dispatch Trainees Hired

Current Recruitment Status
Candidates signed up to test
Candidates to be interviewed
Candidates in poly
Candidates in background
Candidates ready for academy

41
2
1
11
0

Next dispatch test is 4/17/19
Interviews scheduled 4/26
Interviewed and sent to poly
Passed poly and now in background
Ready for 5/6/2019 academy

2019 YTD Employment Separations
Total Company-Wide Separations in 2019:

F/T Represented Staff
Retirement
Relocation
Accepted a New Job
Involuntary Termination
Medical-Cannot Work
Personal/Other
Change to Relief/Part-Time
Trainee- Voluntary Opt-Out
Trainee- Standards Not Met
Trainee- Involuntary Release

0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

8

Relief Represented Staff
Retirement
Relocation
Accepted a New Job
Involuntary Termination
Medical-Cannot Work
Personal/Other

0
0
0
0
0
1

Admin/Tech Staff
Retirement
Relocation
Accepted a New Job
Involuntary Termination
Medical-Cannot Work
Personal/Other
Change to Relief/Part-Time

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
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SNO911 Operational Statistics
NENA Performance Monitoring
We monitor our Call Answer times daily. The two charts below show the performance of
Snohomish County 911 related to call volume and NENA compliance.
12 Month SNO911 Call Volume & NENA Standard Report
Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18
45091 49935 49883 53859 51128 46492 45696 42398 45933
Emergency Calls
Non-Emergency Calls
8822
9818
10021 11540 11123
9786
10033
9739
10063
Avg Busy Hour 90/10
94.1% 95.1% 93.3% 91.1% 92.1% 95.5% 96.1% 95.7% 92.8%
99.2% 99.3% 99.5% 99.2% 99.4% 99.6% 99.5% 99.6% 98.8%
All Hour Avg 95/20
115
129
129
137
125
116
111
107
125
Avg Busy Hour Emer
Avg Busy Hour Non-Emer
20
21
22
26
24
16
20
21
21
Avg Perfect Hours
16
14
11
9
8
11
10
10
10
1,505
1,675
1,663
1,738
Avg Emer Per Day
1,649
1,550
1,470
1,413
1,482
295
332
334
372
358
326
321
325
325
Avg Non-Emer Per Day

Jan-19
45212
10809
96.0%
99.7%
103
24
11
1,371
349

Feb-19
38035
9237
96.7%
99.7%
96
21
10
1,358
330

Mar-19
44030
11020
96.3%
99.6%
107
25
10
1,420
355

Summary: This chart shows the total number of incoming emergency calls and the average a variety of other metrics
specific to the NENA Call Answer Standard and other busy hour measurements.

March 2019 Busiest Hour Call Volume & 90/10 Standard
100.0%

180

90.0%

160

80.0%

140

70.0%

120

60.0%

100

50.0%

80

40.0%

60

30.0%

40

20.0%

20

10.0%

0

0.0%
3/1
3/2
3/3
3/4
3/5
3/6
3/7
3/8
3/9
3/10
3/11
3/12
3/13
3/14
3/15
3/16
3/17
3/18
3/19
3/20
3/21
3/22
3/23
3/24
3/25
3/26
3/27
3/28
3/29
3/30
3/31

200

Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su
Busy Hour Emergency Calls

Busy Hour NonEmergency Calls

Busy Hour 90/10 Standard

Summary: This chart shows compliance to the first key measurement in the NENA Call Answer Standard by
calculating the percentage of calls received during the busiest hour per day answered in 10 seconds or less.
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Fire Dispatch Performance
90% in 30 Seconds of Less

100.00%
95.00%
90.00%
85.00%
80.00%
75.00%
70.00%
JAN

FEB
<1 or (blank)

1-30

MAR
31-60

>61

Summary: This chart shows the percentage of dispatches completed in thirty second intervals. The
goal is 90% should be dispatched in 30 seconds or less. The clock starts when a verified address and
dispatchable type code is assigned and ends when units(s) are assigned to the CFS. This includes all
Agencies and CFS priorities 1F, 2F and 3F.

Total Incoming Text-to-911 Calls YTD
911 Texts
Appropriate Use

Incorrect Use

Type

May

True Emergency
Follow-Up
Area Checks
Noise
Traffic
Other Complaints

Misuse

Accidental
Prank

Other

Test
Abandoned
Non-English
Outgoing
Voice Call

Month Total

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

8

8

10

15

7

7

11

7

10

8

2
13
1
0
8

0
25
2
2
7

0
16
1
3
9

1
14
0
0
2

4
16
1
1
0

1
5
0
1
0

0
3
0
4
7

3
12
1
4
5

1
10
3
4
5

1
4
2
3
0

1
0

8
0

10
0

4
0

6
0

7
0

2
3

8
2

12
1

7
16

30
23
3
0
11

21
12
0
0
10

31
15
0
0
16

26
16
0
0
11

25
20
0
4
7

55
9
0
0
8

60
45
1
4
6

22
22
0
1
10

10
17
0
0
12

21
27
0
0
13

100

95

111

89

91

93

146

97

85

102

Abandoned: Non-Responsive

Other: Any other request or complaint, media from Intrado

Accidental: Device or person accidental TXT29-1-1

Outgoing: Outgoing text calls

Area Check: Check of area for person, vehicle, gunshot

Prank: Calls from the same number that do not give any valid information

Follow-up: Where is officer?

Test: PSAP testing/training TXT29-1-1, vendor test

Noise: Music, people etc.

Traffic: Speeders, DUIs, etc.

Apr

0

0

Voice Call: Dispatchers called the texter/texter placed voice call
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Enhanced Police Paperwork
ACTION
CANCELLED
CLEARED
ENTERED
LOCATED
MODIFIED
SERVED
TOTAL

TYPE
GUNS
PROTECTION ORDERS
PERSONS
PROPERTY CRIMES
SUPPLEMENTS
VEHICLE CRIMES
WARRANTS
TOTAL

ACTION
CANCELLED
CLEARED
ENTERED
LOCATED
MODIFIED
SERVED
TOTAL

TYPE
GUNS
PROTECTION ORDERS
PERSONS
PROPERTY CRIMES
SUPPLEMENTS
VEHICLE CRIMES
WARRANTS
TOTAL

JAN
91
109
631
53
6067
4
6955

JAN
1062
975
59
473
80
959
3347
6955

JAN
165
281
868
24
258
12
1608

JAN
7
198
48
40
99
499
717
1608

FEB
197
262
739
47
249
15
1509

FEB
10
168
32
63
100
361
775
1509

FEB
123
198
677
29
291
12
1330

FEB
11
232
21
30
88
331
617
1330

MAR
295
323
917
69
426
20
2050

MAR
14
364
50
26
114
487
995
2050

MAR

APRIL
229
244
866
59
232
2
1632

APRIL

APRIL

9
336
42
69
476
834
99
1865

134
265
840
47
437
15
1738

MAY

APRIL

0

134
270
946
58
430
15
1853

0

166
257
910
43
445
17
1838

0

136
270
867
60
329
16
1678

0

169
291
980
60
464
18
1982

0

123
244
745
27
427
9
1575

0

143
261
773
39
344
9
1569

0

1194
4245
711
1040
1230
5791
11714
25925

YTD 2019

0

DEC

0

1955
3071
10027
620
10098
154
25925

YTD 2018

9
289
44
24
81
484
638
1569

DEC

NOV

0

YTD 2018

DEC

19
284
70
58
66
463
615
1575

NOV

OCT

0

DEC

NOV

9
403
75
67
130
483
815
1982

OCT

SEPT

0

NOV

OCT

7
289
55
47
106
420
754
1678

SEPT

AUG

0

OCT

SEPT

11
377
58
45
137
414
796
1838

AUG

JULY

0

SEPT

AUG

19
329
61
81
107
438
818
1853

JULY

JUNE

0

AUG

JULY

10
215
74
57
116
386
688
1546

JUNE

MAY

0

138
275
813
58
248
14
1546

JUNE

12
372
78
49
107
391
729
1738

0

JULY

JUNE

MAY

12
180
55
50
86
505
744
1632

182
286
916
60
407
14
1865

MAR

MAY

470
765
2461
113
956
38
4803

YTD 2019

0

27
766
111
139
663
1664
1433
4803

Summary: These charts reflect the volume and type of enhanced police paperwork completed by SNO911.
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POLICE EVENTS PER AGENCY 2019
POLICE AGENCY
ARLINGTON
BRIER
DARRINGTON
EDMONDS
EVERETT
GOLD BAR
GRANITE FALLS
INDEX
LAKE STEVENS
LYNNWOOD
MARYSVILLE
MILL CREEK
MONROE
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE
MUKILTEO
SNOHOMISH
SNOHOMISH COUNTY
STANWOOD
STILLAGUAMISH
SULTAN
WOODWAY

JAN
2196
438
91
2477
12188
247
363
48
2078
3829
6198
1313
2334
1594
1979
981
13887
590
902
191
74

FEB
1913
304
101
2204
9912
166
243
39
1598
3008
4652
1019
1618
1346
2014
766
11572
622
556
143
70

STILLAGUAMISH
1%
STANWOOD
1%

MAR
2371
417
115
2481
12358
289
382
56
1952
4060
5919
1298
2247
1636
2133
972
15164
888
638
174
87

APR

MAY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

JUN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

JUL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AUG
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SEP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OCT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NOV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DEC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

YTD
6480
1159
307
7162
34458
702
988
143
5628
10897
16769
3630
6199
4576
6126
2719
40623
2100
2096
508
231

EVENTS PER AGENCY 2019
SULTAN
WOODWAY
0%
0%

ARLINGTON
4%

BRIER
1%
DARRINGTON
0%

EDMONDS
5%

SNOHOMISH COUNTY
26%

SNOHOMISH
2%

EVERETT
22%

GOLD BAR
0%

MUKILTEO
4%

MOUNTLAKE TERRACE
3%

LYNNWOOD
7%

MONROE
4%
MILL CREEK
2%

MARYSVILLE
11%

GRANITE FALLS
INDEX 1%
0%
LAKE STEVENS
4%
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FIRE EVENTS PER AGENCY 2019
FIRE AREA
AIRPORT FIRE
ARLINGTON CITY
ARLINGTON RURAL FD 21
DARRINGTON FD 24
EVERETT CITY
FD 19
FD 7 (Mill Creek excluded)
GETCHELL FD 22
GOLD BAR - INDEX FD 26
GRANITE FALLS FD 17
HAT ISLAND FD 27
LAKE ROESIGER FD 16
LAKE STEVENS FD 8
MARYSVILLE FIRE
MILL CREEK CITY
MUKILTEO CITY
NORTH COUNTY FIRE (UNINC)
OSO FD 25
ROBE FD 23
SNOHOMISH FD 4
SOUTH COUNTY FIRE (TOTAL)
SOUTH COUNTY FIRE (UNINC)
EDMONDS CITY (CONTRACT)
BRIER CITY
LYNNWOOD CITY
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE CITY
STANWOOD CITY
SULTAN FD 5
TULALIP FD 15

JAN
24
256
42
42
1848
35
556
35
74
147
2
11
331
1067
153
183
145
10
4
300
2341
1084
444
28
554
231
163
89
84

FEB
26
255
74
45
1744
21
496
26
67
136
1
15
330
1111
165
178
179
12
3
256
2286
1062
415
40
535
234
149
69
67

MAR
29
333
67
42
1972
32
573
34
78
177
3
20
399
1272
153
203
158
11
16
277
2384
1117
425
43
600
199
165
82
67

APR

MAY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

JUN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

JUL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AUG
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SEP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OCT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NOV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DEC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

YTD
79
844
183
129
5564
88
1625
95
219
460
6
46
1060
3450
471
564
482
33
23
833
7011
3263
1284
111
1689
664
477
240
218

EVENTS PER FIRE AGENCY 2019

STANWOOD CITY
2%
SULTAN FD 5 TULALIP FD 15 AIRPORT FIRE
0.3%
1%
1%
MOUNTLAKE
TERRACE CITY
3%
BRIER CITY
0.5%
EDMONDS CITY
(CONTRACT)
5%

ARLINGTON CITY ARLINGTON
3%
RURAL FD 21
1%
DARRINGTON FD 24
1%

LYNNWOOD
CITY
7%
EVERETT CITY
23%

SOUTH COUNTY FIRE
(UNINC)
13%
FD 7 (Mill Creek
excluded)
7%

SNOHOMISH FD 4
3%

NORTH COUNTY
FIRE (UNINC)
2%

MARYSVILLE FIRE
14%
MUKILTEO CITY
2%

GETCHELL
FD 22
0.4%
GOLD BAR INDEX FD 26
1%

ROBE FD 23
0.1%
OSO FD 25
0.1%

FD 19
0.4%

MILL CREEK CITY
2%

GRANITE FALLS FD 17
LAKE ROESIGER 2%
FD 16
HAT ISLAND FD 27
LAKE STEVENS FD 8 0.2%
0.02%
4%
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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

April 15, 2019

To:

Kurt Mills, Executive Director

From:

Brad Steiner, Deputy Director, Wireless Technology

Subject:

Wireless Technology Update

Radio Replacement Project PM
Our primary candidate has declined our offer and we are in the process of publishing an RFP for a
contract Project Manager. While we have received numerous responses to our job posting, there
were very few candidates that had the radio experience preferred and recommended for our
project. This combined with a competitive job market has resulted in numerous applicants, but
few that meet our criteria. As the time to on-board a PM has exceeded my projections, the most
expedient way to obtain the experienced help needed is to hire a contract project manager.
RRP Project Update
Meeting minutes from the Design Review/PPC meetings are available upon request and are
distributed to the TACs on a monthly basis for any Board Member or agency, and I am always open
to your direct communications. We began our site-walks with Motorola and their construction
vendors to begin assessing the “new construction” sites. These sites represent our largest risk as
construction is widely acknowledged as the largest variable in building a radio system. The staff
is currently engaged and will continue escorting Motorola and their vendors to the remaining sites
over the next several weeks in order to confirm the work required at each location in order to
install the new system.
WT staff has begun the parallel work to procure our Inventory & Work-flow management system
as well as begin our search for a temporary storage/work location for the equipment that we will
be receiving from Motorola and the other vendors. Finally, WT has initiated an RFQ to begin the
construction permitting for the RRP as well as begin our FCC licensing work. In summary, we are
working as many parallel paths as possible as we know that any opportunity to improve the
schedule – without sacrificing quality or performance – is our goal.
RRP - Cooperative Purchasing Agreement
Both Motorola and SNO911 acknowledge a desire to formalize cooperative purchasing via the
contract and have acknowledged that the RFP did contain a provision that was expected to be
carried forward. A contract amendment to correct this inadvertent omission is in review by
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Motorola but is expected to be accepted. SNO911 will have a final legal review and we will also
be available to any agency that has questions about our procurement processes – as it will be up
to each agency to ensure their ability to utilize this amendment.
Subscriber Services
I am pleased that the WT department was able to assist some agencies over the past month in
resolving some of their subscriber-related issues. Personally, I see significant benefits that
SNO911 can provide to our agencies in this area, and in some of the APFs before the board this
month you will see some of the expansion of services that we hope to provide.
Other Projects
While the RRP gets most of the attention, WT does have a few other projects that we are initiating
as well. These are construction of a new roof at the Deer Creek site and replacement of the
electrical generators at Gold Hill. Both Deer Creek and Gold Hill are supplied electrical power by
their local generators, so their protection, maintenance, and life-cycle are critical and have a
limited opportunity for construction & replacement. Starting these projects now will enable a
late-summer/early-fall project completion.
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Board Packet
Memorandum
Date:

April 15, 2019

To:

Kurt Mills, Executive Director

From:

Steve Lawlor, Director of Information Technology

Subject:

Technology Update – April

Tech Projects Report
Sno911 Tech department continues to make great progress in completing and managing all
current projects. Last month we have completed 11 projects, some of the big projects were the
Standardize Fire Agencies Report Phase 1, ACCESS VPN migration to XML, and NWS Server Rack
PDU Replacement at North Campus. With the new project management process in place, this
allows our department to stay on schedule with the timelines and effectively manage all new
incoming projects.
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Project Status Update
New World Systems
Hotfix 2 was made available on April 12. It is scheduled to be installed in the delta environment
the week of April 22. Organized end to end testing will begin the week of April 29. If this hotfix is
successful, we will have 3 P0 issues and 4 P1 issues outstanding.
ACCESS VPN migration to XML
The migration of the state VPN to XML was completed on March 26. We have been working with
Tyler as well as agency users to tweak and fix bugs in the new forms.
My Crime Report Shoplifting Form
Our vendor delivered us the first version of the test site on April 9. Tech has been testing the site
and, as expected, have identified a few minor issues. The site was demonstrated to
representatives of the Sheriff’s office on April 12. The site seems to meet all requirements with
the exception of the few issues already identified. A link will be provided to the Sheriff’s office
representatives by the end of the day today so they can test the site on their own. We will be
meeting with both Everett and Lynnwood representatives next week to demo the site for them.
In the meantime, we will be providing the vendor with our feedback so they can begin working on
the known issues.
NG CAD Records Data Extract
One of the two options we were exploring for data delivery, Access database, will not work. Access
has a database size limitation that is too small for the amount of data our agencies currently have
in NG. We are working with Everett IT to get the raw data to them to begin looking at and will use
them as a model for data delivery to our other agencies.
RAADAR
The implementation of RAADAR is ongoing. NORCOM has discovered that due to our unique
configuration, they are having to make modifications to their data collecting stored procedures.
We are implementing the changes as they request. We are reaching out to them today to see if
they can provide an estimated go live date.
Outage Report
From the February 23 outage, all Tyler servers are now back up and running at North campus. We
have replaced all PDU’s in the north campus system cabinet. Also, the VMWare VSphere server is
now set to run at the opposite campus from the Tyler servers. We are working on replacing all
PDU’s at south campus but have determined we will need additional electrical work done in order
to add the same number of redundant PDU’s to the South campus server cabinet.
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Snohomish County 911
Police Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting Summary for March 12, 2019 ‐ 10:30‐11:30 p.m.
Location: Glacier Peak Conference Room – Snohomish County 911

Note: Follow‐up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Meeting Attendance:
POLICE TAC REPRESENTATIVES
Asst. Chief Jim Lawless, Chair
Commander Rodney Cohnheim
Commander Mike Haynes
Chief Norm Link
Chief Rick Smith
POLICE TAC ALTERNATES
Commander Jeff Beazizo
Chief Greg Elwin
Sergeant Alan Hardwick
Commander Chuck Steichen
Staff Support Team
Kurt Mills
Karen McKay
Brad Steiner








Commander Ron Brooks
Deputy Chief John DeRousse
Int. Deputy Chief Ryan Irving
Clerk Beth Menstell
Sheriff Ty Trenary



Deputy Chief Daniel Cone
Deputy Chief Scott Eastman
Asst. Chief Glen Koen
Chief Keith Rogers
Sergeant Rick Wolfington





Commander Larry Buell
Captain John Flood
Bureau Chief Susy Johnson
MPO Travis Katzer






Chief Mike Catlett
Corporal Brenda Greenmun
Captain Rod Sniffen



Terry Peterson
Hattie Schweitzer




Andie Burton
Sheila Betts




Chief Lawless called the meeting to order at 10:31 HOURS.
January 8, 2019 minutes APPROVED
Motion for Approval: Bureau Chief Susy Johnson
Second: Deputy Chief Scott Eastman
REPORTS
1.

MyCrimeReport – Status Update – Kurt Mills
The first version of the reporting system is due to be available for review April 15, 2019. The
SNO911 Tech will look at it first to determine whether or not there are any technological
issues that need to be corrected. It will then be presented to the workgroup for feedback.

2.

Reports:
a.
b.

Policy Review Committee – Jim Lawless
There have been no recent meetings.
Mobile Users’ Group – Travis Katzer
Last meeting was in January and the recent updates were covered.
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c.

SNO911 Updates
i. Unplanned NWS Outage ‐ Kurt Mills: A 911 Outage Report was distributed
detailing the NWS outage on February 23, 2019. Two separate power distribution
units failed, causing the SNO911 servers to crash. SNO911 has replaced both of
these units with “Smart Units” which can be monitored.
During the outage, SNO911 went to manual operations. The SNO911 Tech Team
and the Operations Team responded and moved dispatch operations to Level 2.
The outage lasted approximately 2 hours.
Andie shared a brief description of how calls for service are entered into New
World after CAD outages. There is a “CAD CATCH‐UP” module that is used to
enter all the information from an incident on paper into the New World CAD
system. This will generate an incident number and the incident will look just as if
it were entered in real time. There was some question about the need for the
former SNOPAC process of issuing manual incident numbers during down time.
They don’t go back in to the system, however there may be a business need for
them in the field (example: search warrants). Travis Katzer, Andie Burton and
Karen McKay will meet to discuss issuing manual incident numbers and bring
forward a recommendation to the next Police TAC.
Takeaways from the outage:
1. There are some slight variations between the North and South campus
procedures that will be reviewed.
2. Dispatch manages the CAD Catch‐Up process. If an incident number is
needed by field units immediately, contact dispatch to have that incident
moved to the top of the stack AFTER normal operations have resumed.
3. Andie requested that field units refrain from calling the dispatch
supervisor during outages to ask for outage updates. During outages the
supervisors are making Ops and IT notifications and running hard copy
incidents between call‐takers and dispatchers. Fielding these calls takes
them away from that task.
ii.

April 17, 2019 – Bug Out Drill – Terry Peterson: On Thursday March 14, 2019 the
first planning meeting for this event will take place. This will be an unplanned
evacuation exercise that will involve an overturned Semi on Everett Mall Way
(area of SNO911). The agencies involved in this drill include Marysville Police
Department, Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office, Arlington Police Department and
some North County Fire Agencies.
There will be 4 phases of the resiliency plan being tested with one of those being
how quickly we can get employees from point A to point B.
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d.

Radio Replacement Project – Brad Steiner
Brad provided handouts of 3 Radio Replacement Project Performance Committee
(RRPPC) meeting notes. These included the dates of February 19, 2019, February 25,
2019 and March 4, 2019.
Brad shared that RRPPC is tackling the biggest risk items first with some project items
being moved up.
Testing will continue and Brad asked that questions and concerns be brought to the
Committee’s attention so they can be used for testing purposes.
Project Manager Update: The first round of interviews were held last week with 3
more interviews on Thursday, March 14, 2019.

3.

Technical Update – Andie Burton
NWS – The consolidated committee PTCC (formerly JPACC and COC) had their first meeting
last week.
NWS 2018.4 was released and had many high priority issues. Hot Fix 2 to address those issues
is scheduled for release April 2, 2019 but the Tech Team will not be able to install the hot fix
in the development environment until mid‐to‐late‐April. Andie is anticipating a report for
Police TAC at the May meeting. This puts a potential go‐live of version 2018.4 in late April
off track and would be early June at best case.

4.

Old Business:
Dispatching Police using CAD recommendations – Andie Burton
Marysville Police Department has been live with dispatching units to incidents using CAD
recommendations for approximately 2‐3 weeks. The feedback has been that it is working
well for them. If any other agencies are interested in considering this model, contact Derek
Wilson.

5.

Good of the Order
Secondary Disposition Code “L”
Scott Eastman mentioned that during the Police and Sheriff Association Meeting the topic of
using the secondary disposition code of “L” is supposed to go live April 1, 2019. This
secondary disposition is to be used for statistical tracking related to the opioid epidemic. Jim
Lawless pointed out that once that previously used disposition is changed, it will override
any time that disposition had previously been used. This may cause some reporting issues
with agencies that had used that disposition to gather other data. Jim suggested tabling the
April 1, 2019 go‐live date so discussions, and if necessary, previous data collected data could
be generated and saved before it gets overridden.
Jim asked Andie Burton to gather a list of concerns and/or considerations from the SNO911
perspective and provide those to him. Jim would draft a memo for MAC to consider.
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Tom Dittoe Memorial Service
Susy Johnson shared that Tom Dittoe’s service will be held on Sunday, March 17, 2019 at
14:30 hours and uniforms can be worn.
Location:
Northshore Christian Church
5700 23rd Drive West
Everett, WA, 98203
Meeting adjourned at 11:41 hours.
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee
February 20, 2019

Committee
Members in
Attendance

Alternates
in Attendance

Guests and Staff
in Attendance

Doug Dahl
Steve Guptill

South County Fire
Fire District 7

Drew Bono
Willie Harper

Fire District 24
Fire District 25

Mike Gatterman
Merlin Halverson

Fire District 4
Fire District 5

Eric Andrews
Mike Worthy

Fire District 26
Fire District 27

Bronson Smith
Brian Anderson

Fire District 15
First District 16

Dave Kraski
Jeff Edmonds

Arlington Fire
Everett Fire

Jim Haverfield
Keith Strotz

Fire District 17
Fire District 19

Larry Huff
Darryl Neuhoff

Lake Stevens Fire
Marysville Fire

Chad Schmidt
Travis Hots

First District 21
Fire District 22

Chris Alexander
John Cermak

Mukilteo Fire
North County RFA

Tim Bond

Fire District 23

Brian McMahan

Paine Field Fire

Ron Simmons

Fire District 4

Theresa Ramey

Arlington Fire

Bill Dane
Gino Bellizzi

Fire District 17
First District 19

Dave DeMarco
Mike Messer

Everett Fire
Lake Stevens Fire

Jeremy Stocker
Dennis Fenstermaker

Fire District 22
Fire District 24

Jeff Cole
Kirk Galatas

Marysville Fire
Mukilteo Fire

Ernie Walters

Fire District 26

Bruce Stedman

South County Fire

Kurt Mills, SNO911
Gloria Fitzpatrick, Tyler Tech
Robert Eastman, So County Fire
Andie Burton, SNO911

Terry Peterson, SNO911
Thad Hovis, South County Fire
Rich Llewellyn, Everett Fire
Derek Wilson, SNO911

Brad Steiner, SNO911
Jennye Cooper, South County Fire
Steve Lawlor, SNO911
Brenda Froland, SNO911

Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Chair Doug Dahl brought the meeting to order at 1:30 pm.
1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Andie Burton introduced Gloria Fitzpatrick, our local contact from Tyler
Tech. Ms. Fitzpatrick noted that she has met with several law enforcement agencies, but would
also like to meet with fire agencies who are interested.

2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: A motion was made by Darryl Neuhoff and seconded by Drew Bono to
approve the January 2019 Fire TAC / Ops meeting minutes as written. Unanimously approved.

3.

COMMITTEE UPDATES:
A. JPACC / NWS. Andie Burton. The updated governance model for JPACC will be presented to
the SNO911 Board tomorrow for approval. Version 2018.4 is being tested in the
development environment. Several issues of varying priority have been identified and
reported to Tyler who will come back with a Hotfix. Darryl Neuhoff had a question about
syncing the training and live environments. Andie will speak with Damon Farmer about how
often this should be done.
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B. Technical Update. Steve Lawlor. SNO911 is preparing for the phone system transfer for
ESINet I to ESINet II. The final decision was made today to go-live tonight at midnight.
Dispatchers will not receive ANI/ALI information during the transition, but the process
should be transparent to agencies and the public. Kurt Mills added that the move to ESINet
II should resolve statewide 911 outages.
C. Radio Procedures. Eric Andrews. The Chiefs’ February meeting was cancelled, but the intent
to bring them the Radio Procedures manual was notification rather than approval. The
procedures are currently being put into place.
a. Fire Alarms – one trip/one reset. Andie Burton confirmed that if no units are
dispatched, no incident number is generated. The only fool-proof way to pull data
for these alarms is to create a new type code. TAC discussed the merit of taking this
step, but after discussion decided to continue using NOTICE.
A motion was made by Darryl Neuhoff and seconded by Eric Andrews to implement
the previous SNOCOM policy for one trip/one reset fire alarms. Unanimously
approved.
b. Committee to review Level of Operations. Doug Dahl will send an email soliciting
participation on the committee. He emphasized the value of having procedures that
are followed county-wide.
D. Fire Standards/Data. Robert Eastman. By tomorrow there will be a validated data set.
Minor exceptions, representing a small percentage of the data will be defined. FirstWatch
will be onsite next week and will build a trigger (Total Response Time) while attendees
observe. The first trigger will be county-wide. Parameters and triggers will be defined so it is
clear what they measure and what they don’t measure. One of the next items for the
committee is to clarify how mutual aid data is measured. Kurt Mills suggested one option for
TACs to consider is a SNO911 staff position whose primary role is to provide stats/reports to
agencies. If TAC members see value in this, please let him know.
E. Fire User Group Report. Did not meet.
4.

SNO911 UPDATE: Kurt Mills.
 Incident at South Precinct on 1/25. At 0700, an occupied patrol vehicle was intentionally
rammed in the parking lot. The vehicle’s occupant then ran at the officer threatening to
kill him. Another officer witnessed the incident and came to the aid of the officer who
was now fighting with the suspect. The suspect was quickly taken into custody; both
officers had minor injuries but returned to work later that day.
 Drill. SNO911’s first official bug-out drill is scheduled for April 17th and will involve a
limited number of dispatch staff. The best case scenario is that it will take 40 minutes to
get up and running at South Campus. In an effort to make this as realistic as possible,
several north county police and fire agencies will be participating. If SNO911 actually
needed to completely evacuate, it would not be possible for one other PSAP to manage
our call load, but the new emergency network, ESINet II, gives us the option of parceling
out calls to multiple PSAPs. Additionally, Derek Wilson is working on CADLite, a cloudbased option for CAD entry, which we hope to have implemented by the end of the
year.
 Annual meeting. Invitations will be sent for SNO911’s first annual meeting which will
take place in April.
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5.

OLD BUSINESS:
A. Action Items from Last Month. Doug Dahl reviewed the Action Items from the January
meeting:












ProQA Stats. Terry Peterson reviewed several handouts with TAC and offered to provide
additional data at subsequent Fire TAC meetings.
Radio Replacement Project Technical Committee. Doug identified two Fire TAC
representatives: Darryl Neuhoff and Eric Andrews. TAC showed support for the reps.
Meetings will be every Monday from 1-4. Brad Steiner will forward meeting minutes to
the TAC groups as they are available.
Zone Plan Response. Travis Hots is on PTO. Doug will reach out when Travis returns.
ALL pages. Andie sent each agency a list on 2/15. Forward requested updates to her.
PIN files. Andie identified 57 files with patient information, but only 7 (all for South
County Fire) that designated a BLS or ALS response. She will work with South County
Fire on a resolution.
ALARM CALLS. Already covered.
COA, GLI, GLO, HAZMAT refresher training. The training went out in late January.
Dispatchers came back with some questions that have been resolved. Employees are
cycling through the training.
LOCUTION TONES. It is possible to add additional tones to the software. They will play in
the station and over the radio. A motion was made by Eric Andrews and seconded by
Mike Gatterman to implement the four tones played at the January meeting and
evaluate at a later TAC meeting. Unanimously approved.

B. ProQA. Terry Peterson. Already covered. One additional item – dispatch staff achieved 82%
compliance during the last measurable week. This is a significant improvement.
C. RAADAR. Terry Peterson. Under review by SNO911 legal. Tech is expecting their part of the
project to move quickly.
D. Radio Project. Already covered.
E. Zone Plan Response Update. Already covered.
F. Locution Preamble. Already covered.
G. Fire Residential Confirmed/Fire Commercial Confirmed. The new type codes took effect
this week. Agencies were encouraged to work with Derek Wilson to update their FRLs. There
was significant discussion about the protocol to update an FR to an FRC and FC to an FCC
and an awareness that radio procedures should match up with Blue Card terminology. TAC
decided it would be beneficial to establish a committee to address this. At the March
meeting, TAC will evaluate FRC and FCC radio procedures post-implementation.
6.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. Pager Discussion. Doug Dahl. TAC discussed paging technology and possible options
including cellular and small radios. New pagers are not part of the Radio Replacement
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project, but the infrastructure is. The project will identify where pagers work and where
they don’t. There is alternative technology but the cost has been prohibitive. More to come.
7.

GOOD OF THE ORDER:

8.

ADJOURN: The Fire TAC / Operations Committee adjourned at 3:25 p.m.

The next Fire Technical Advisory / Operations Committee meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, March
20th at 1:30 p.m. at the Lake Stevens Fire Conference Center.
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Snohomish County 911
Finance Committee
Meeting Summary for April 11, 2019/ 1:30-3:00 p.m.
Location: SNO911 – Glacier Peak Meeting Room
Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
Meeting Attendance:

Committee Members
Angie Baird, Chair
Susan Neely
Staff Support Team
Kurt Mills
Sharon Brendle

 David Chan
 Bob Colinas
 Terry Peterson




George Hurst

 Brad Steiner



Angie called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m. Some of the agenda items will be addressed out of
order to accommodate those attending today’s meeting. Kurt also added the topic of Encrypted
Radios to New Business.
I.

New Business
d. SERS / Wireless Technology Assessment. Terry explained that when the two
organizations merged (SNO911 and SERS), the Interlocal Agreement stated that for
2019, and until the Board decides otherwise, the Wireless Technology Assessment will
be what was in the SERS ILA. Up for discussion is the proposal of doing away with a
separate wireless technology assessment formula, and merging it into the SNO911
formula. He explained some background on how the original formula was used to
control the assessments to the Phase I members. Phase II members, who were contract
agencies, had their agreement with the County rather than with SERS as they were not
members of SERS. There were several components to the formula that were updated
over the years which impacted how the Phase 2 costs were shared among the Phase 2
agencies. Terry provided a handout reflecting the 2019 assessments using 3 different
options:
 the assessment as adopted by SERS
 using the current SNO911 assessment formula
 an interpretation of the SERS formula using the language in the SNO911 ILA
Terry further explained how changes in the amounts between the 3 options were a
result of the changes in the variables. They are unable to recreate the SERS Assessments
the exact way they were previously because there were different formulas for SERS
member agencies and phase two agencies. We do not have insight into exceptions that
were made for county contracts and SNO911 agencies are all members and have a
service area and population that is different than how SERS had calculated.
Right now they are focusing on what the issue is with the formula, not how these
changes would impact the agencies. The ultimate goal is to get everyone on a standard
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formula. Kurt added that in the draft budget for the Radio Replacement Project, there
was an anticipation of some revenues that could be used to offset the operational costs.
This may be the time to apply these revenues so the impact to the agencies is reduced.
It was projected for 2020 that this amount would be $1.2 million. Susan Neely added
that there is a risk to using these funds considering that the source is new and
potentially volatile. After additional discussion, the decision is to bring this topic back
next month for the Finance Committee to review Options 2 and 3, after applying the $1.2
million revenue.
II.

III.

Old Business
a. SERS Project – Updates. Brad Steiner reported that things are moving along well on the
project. He said that the PPC (Project Performance Committee) has done a very good
job to date vetting all the issues so far. He has some good policy recommendations
coming to the Board next week.
Brad also reported on four major projects, other than the radio project, that the
Wireless Technology group is focusing on.
 Vehicle replacement. This includes a vehicle plus the necessary upgrades that
are required (suspension, lights, etc.) He spoke about the need for a vehicle
policy and Angie stated that SNO911 plans on working on a full fleet
management policy in the near future.
 Gold Hill generator replacement. This is an all generator-powered site with two
generators that are scheduled to be replaced. He’ll be putting together an RFP
for this purpose. His budget for this project is just under $94,000.
 Clinton Site move. While this move has been on the agency’s radar, Brad is
unsure if it will happen under this year’s budget. Money has been set aside to
move this tower to Cultlus Bay on Whidbey Island. He added that this tower has
the highest rent associated with it.
 Deer Creek Roof. This is also a site that relies on full generator power. Currently
the generator is exposed to the elements and it is recommended that a roof be
installed. They plan to move ahead with this construction so an RFP will be
created to cover this.
New Business
a. Radio Frequency Planning Consultant. Brad reported that as a part of the Radio Project,
the FCC licenses for the system need to be updated and modified to become compliant
and allow for migration to the new P25 radio system. In addition to this, the PPC has
recommended that the agency explore additional frequencies as possible in order to lock
down their future capacity. This work is for non-engineering professional services
available locally and will not require an RFP. He is asking for approval from the committee
to take this for action by the Board.
Bob Colinas moved to recommend that the Board approve contracting for frequency
planning in an amount not to exceed $30,000, with funding coming from the Snohomish
County Radio Replacement Project. The motion was seconded by Susan and approved
unanimously.
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e. Encrypted Radios. A proposal was reviewed and there was discussion around making
sure all radios are able to operate on encrypted talk-groups. Kurt added that this cost
wasn’t in the original scope so it is coming before the Finance Committee before bringing
it to the Board. Brad explained that this would enable capable encryption to the Fire
radios so they can monitor Police activity. If suitable terms can be reached with the
vendor this would be part of a forthcoming change-order. The committee voiced their
support to negotiate with Motorola to add this feature to the Fire radios.
IV.

Reports.
a. Blanket Voucher Report. Angie asked if there were any questions. Following a few
clarifying questions on a couple of expenditures, Angie asked for a motion. Susan moved
to recommend that the Board approve the Blanket Voucher Report for March. The
motion was seconded by Bob and approved unanimously.

V.

Old Business (Continued).
b. Former SERS Employee PTO Reconciliation – Update. Kurt reported that County Finance
had informed SNO911 of a possible PTO overpayment to a former SERS employee in
2018. Upon review it appears there was a clerical error that provided the employee a full
year’s PTO at the beginning of the year. Susan Neely added that was indeed standard
practice at the County for executive staff. The employee left employment at SERS by
going out on paid leave until his balance ran out. Staff attempted to complete an audit
however SERS did not maintain sufficient records and controls to be confident on the
exact amount, and the records that do exist were inconsistent. It is reasonable to
conclude there was an overpayment in 2018 prior to the merger, but it is not possible to
determine the exact amount. Angie said that while this has not been recognized under
the new agency, some further steps are still needed. These would be to first update the
Board on the status of the records available, and to recommend that the agency not
pursue the matter with the former employee. The Board will be updated at the next
meeting.
c. Finance Analyst. Angie provided a new position justification form as well as a job
description. Because of the skill set needed this job’s salary scale lies between that of
the Finance Coordinator and that of the Senior Accountant. Following some questions
and suggestions, this matter will be brought back to the committee for further discussion
next month.
d. Bylaws Change. This relates to a specific sentence found in Section 6.1 of the Bylaws
that states that the committee chairs be made up of Board Members or alternate Board
Members, except that the Vice President or Treasurer shall chair the Finance Committee.
Bob feels that Angie should be removed from the position of Finance Committee chair.
While he doesn’t feel there would be any big changes to the way meetings are
conducted, he does feel she shouldn’t be recommending or approving her own work.
Following a lengthy discussion, Bob made a motion that the Finance Committee
recommend striking the clause from the bylaws: except that the Vice-President (or
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Treasurer, if a separate Treasurer has been appointed) shall chair any Finance
Committee. The motion failed to receive a second.
The consensus was to take this matter to the Board for their determination on how to
move forward.
VI.

New Business (Continued).
b. 2019 Q1 Financial Report. Angie provided a copy of the 1st Quarter Report prior to the
meeting. She reported that there was nothing notable that happened in the first quarter.
The Wireless Technology budgets are included in this report, but finance will not have a
full idea of what that budget will be like until they have gone through a full year. Kurt
explained how the budgeting and accounting processes that were followed at SERS
differed than the processes used at SNO911 and that SERS lacked specific budget details.
Angie referred to the handout addressing the Wireless Technology Capital Plan. This
information was just recently discovered and was not included in the first quarter report,
but it will be set up in exactly the same way as the capital plan for SNO911. She further
explained that she expects to make fund transfer requests in the near future because
projects cannot be paid for out reserves, the funds would need to be transferred to
operating or capital funds for the expenditures to be recognized. There was some
additional discussion about changing the term income to revenue and about SNO911’s
investment policy. More discussion on future investments is planned.
c. Emergency Purchases Tower Lights Replacements. There have been three incidents
where lights needed to be replaced. There wasn’t enough time to do a public works
project, so the agency declared them as an emergency. Although these three incidents
were properly deemed purchasing emergencies, the agency is actively working on
contracting for service since these situations seem to occur often. Kurt also spoke about
how Brad is pushing to get alarming systems set up on the towers so the agency is
notified when lights are out.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 pm. The next Finance Committee meeting is scheduled for
May 9th, at 1:30 p.m. at SNO911’s Glacier Peak Meeting Room.
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911 2019 1Q
Finance Department Report
Financial Summary: SNOCO911 2019 1Q

OPERATING

Fund #

Beginning Balance

70
100 - WT

Revenue

Expenditures

Carryover
Transfers
Other

Fund Balance

$3,264,848

$5,454,401

$4,838,119

($1,854,779)

$

2,026,351

$

0

$2,770,211

$440,428

$1,046,618

$

3,376,401

$5,147,109

$20,144

$41,666

$0

$

5,125,587

0

$11

$0

$166,582

$

166,593

$15,405,411

$2,871

$0

$1,764,848

$

17,173,130

$27

$0

$462,258

$

462,285

CAPITAL
PLAN
80
110 - WT

$

RESERVES
90
120 - WT

$

0

Note: Fund # 100, 110 and 120 are Wireless Technology funds.

General Operating - 70
Revenue






Current fund balance of $2,026,351. There is an overpayment of $32 from FD #21 that will be
corrected in April. As mentioned earlier, $1.5M has been established as the minimum fund
balance for cash flow purposes and is not counted toward any fund carryover.
Total Revenue received is at 26% of budget. Dispatch services received were $3,606,717.
E911 disbursement funds received are $1,608,628 which reflects the normal monthly distribution.
Budgeted E911 funds are placed into Operating first. Budgeted is $5,919,749 for 2019.
Reimbursed expenses for EPCR, and Managed Laptop totaled $47,412.
Locution reimbursements totaled $27,966.
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Contract Members (Stillaguamish Police, Airport Fire and Fire Marshall) revenue received is
$14,848.
Corrections Module Reimbursement received from the Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office was
$24,154.
Other Miscellaneous Revenue is $22 received for Records Requests, E911 reimbursements
include $15,724 for Viper related expenses, $10,979 for West Core call handling Certification
training, $3,597 from US Bank for credit card rebates and $3,412 was received for miscellaneous
items.
YTD Grant reimbursements are $367 for Emphasis patrol.
Interest received is $242.
The calculation of late fees for member assessments is currently on hold pending guidance from
the Board.

Expenses





Expenditures are at 23.1% of budget.
Personnel expenses are at 23.5% of budget and tracking as expected.
Overtime is $440k or at 48.8% of budget and trending as expected. Snohomish County 911
typically under budgets for overtime.
Total Maintenance and Operations (M&O) costs ($511.6k) are at 20.13% of budget and tracking
as expected due to the timing of certain expenses.
o Reimbursed Expenses are at 21.5% of budget, as expected due to timing. This includes
expenses reimbursed for ACCESS user fees, EPCR, and Managed Laptop. It’s important
to note that these costs are offset by expected reimbursements and that assessments
are not affected.
o Professional fees ($50.2k) are 25.2% of budget.
o Administrative Support expenses ($19.8k) or at 31.8% of budget. This category includes
items such as printing costs, recognition, recruiting postings, postage, and document
shredding services. Recruiting postings have exceeded budget due to an increased
focus on hiring and use taxes paid are at 62% of budget. The budget for use tax expense
will need to be increased for next year.
o Rent is at 22.5% of budget.
o Repairs & Maintenance is at 10.2% of budget.
o Insurance – is at 104.3% of budget as the AWC Annual Trust Assessment fee of $12.4k
was paid in February of 2019.
o Communications are below budget due to the timing of certain expenses.
o Training and Travel is at $32.7k or 21.0% of budget as expected.
o Minor Capital Equipment expenditures are at 67.7% of budget due to the payment of
$28.4k for office furniture (Approved by the Board 12/18/18).This expense was
designated as a Transition Cost.
o Supplies are at 21.7% of budget and trending as expected.
Also notable, $1,764,848 (2018 Carryover funds and Transition Cost funding) was
transferred from the Operating Fund 70, (Per Board approval on 03/21/19) to the Reserve
Fund 90.
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Payroll & M&O Expenses
January - March
2019
20,000,000

$18,400,316

18,000,000
16,000,000
14,000,000
12,000,000
10,000,000
8,000,000
6,000,000

$4,326,481

4,000,000

$2,542,199

2,000,000

$511,638

Payroll Expense

M&O Expense
Actual

Budget

Transition Costs


Transition Costs are expensed through the Operating account (Fund 70) as incurred. It should be
noted that Transition Costs were not included in the 2019 Operating Budget. Additionally,
expenditures are planned for improvements to the south exit door(s) from the Center. The cost for
this item is not currently available. The costs presented in the table below are cumulative from
01/01/2018 through 03/31/2019.
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY 911
ESTIMATED ONE-TIME TRANSITION COSTS
March 31, 2019
High
Estimate

Pending

Cumulative
Total

750,000 $100,277 $ 2,131
50,000
5,349
50,000
120,000
19,695
10,000
30,000
19,971
6,000
1,258
125,000
25,163
100,000
20,000
250,000
20,000
$ 1,511,000 $191,712 $ 2,131

$102,407
5,349
19,695
19,971
1,258
25,163
20,000
$193,843

Low Estimate

Office Space Renovation
$
Organizational/Team
Phone system (reconfigure as Multi-Node)
Contract Negotiations
Recorder Modifications
New ILA Development
Corporate Structure Legal Review
Technology Transition (reconfiguration)
Contingency
Radio Console Reorganization (MCC7500)
Parking Needs at SNOPAC
Total
$

500,000
30,000
30,000
90,000
5,000
15,000
4,000
30,000
50,000
15,000
50,000
819,000

Actual

$

Note
3
1

2

4

Notes:
1. Includes $5,011 that was paid to Ahern Consulting for "Colors Training" in 2017.
2. Includes $14,576 that was paid to Karen Reed Consulting and $5,395 paid to Pacifica Law in 2017.
3. Includes $16,824 for the Pro Watch Security system upgrade at the South Campus. This expenditure
was charged to the Capital Fund 80.
4. Cumulative Total is for the period of 01/01/2018 - 03/31/2019.

Capital 80




Current fund balance of $5,125,587 which includes $19.2k received from the auction of two
vehicles.
Interest received is $951.
Expenditures $41.7k and includes $6.9k for Datacenter Servers, $12.8k for Managed Laptop
Program, $6.8k for Network Equipment/Security, $11.6k for HR & Payroll Software, $1.4k for
Service Vehicle (Snow Tires) and $2.2k for a Records Retention System.

General Reserves 90 (Undesignated)



Interest received was $2,871.
Current fund balance of $17,173,130 includes $1,764,848 (2018 Carryover funds and Transition
Cost funding) transferred from the Operating account (Fund 70) per Board approval on 03/21/19.
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Wireless Technology:
The merger with SERS, on January 1, 2019, resulted in a transfer (from Snohomish County) of
$1,675,458 (SER’S ending cash balance at 12/31/18) into Sno911’s Depository account at US Bank. This
amount was used to fund the Wireless Operating account (Fund 100) with $1,046,618, Wireless
Reserves (Fund 120) with $ 462,258 and Wireless Capital (Fund 110) with $166,582. Former SERS fund
known as Equipment Rental & Revolving (ER&R) is now labeled “Capital Fund 110” and former SERS
Fund known as Reserves Replacement (R&R) is now labeled “Reserves – Fund 120”.

Operating Wireless Technology - 100
Revenue






Current fund balance of $3,376,401.
Total Revenue received is at 110.1% of budget. Wireless assessments received were $2,769,241
which is 99.4% of budget. The remaining $15.5k is expected to be received in the second week of
April. In April, $80,856 will be transferred from the Operating Fund into the Capital (formerly
ER&R) Fund 110 and $188,782 into the Reserves (formerly R&R) Fund 120.
Washington DNR Rent received is $788.
Interest received is $182.

Expenses





Expenditures are at 17.5% of budget.
Personnel expenses are at 22.2% of budget and tracking as expected.
Overtime is 4.4% of budget.
Total Maintenance and Operations (M&O) costs ($159.9k) are at 12.8% of budget. It is not
feasible to determine if expenses are tracking as expected due to the limited information available
of what was included in the budget and the difference in budgeting practices.
o Professional fees are 39% of budget and includes $4.8k, for legal expenses Total
budgeted for Professional fees is $122,000.
o Administrative Support expenses ($553). This category includes items such as printing
costs, recognition, recruiting postings, postage, and document shredding services. There
was no direct line item in the budget associated with this category.
o Rent is at 17.7% of budget.
o Repairs & Maintenance ($3.6k) is at 1.3% of budget.
o Insurance – is at 50.8% of budget and includes $33,000 for WCIA coverage, which is
paid annually in January. Total budget was $65,000 and there are no more expenses
expected in this category.
o Communications ($9.1k or 15.2% of budget).
o Training and Travel is at $1.9k or 26.2% which includes fuel costs, ferries and tolls.
o Minor Capital Equipment expenditures are at 6.0% of budget which includes parts and
supplies for equipment.
o Office supplies are at $419 and did not have a budget associated with this line item.
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Wireless Payroll & M&O Expenses
January - March
2019
1,400,000

$1,265,644

$1,249,444

1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000
600,000
400,000

$280,457
$159,971

200,000
Payroll Expense

M&O Expense
Actual

Budget

Capital Wireless Technology - 110




Current fund balance is $166,593. This includes a cash transfer of $166,582 received from
Snohomish County on January 2, 2019.
Interest received is $11.
Expenditures $0.

Reserves Wireless Technology - 120



Interest received was $27.
Current fund balance of $462,285. This includes a cash transfer of $462,258 received from
Snohomish County on January 2, 2019.
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Snohomish County 911

12:39 PM

Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual General Operating 70

04/09/19
Cash Basis

January through March 2019
Jan - Mar 19

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4020 · Dispatch Services
4040 · E911 Excise Tax Revenue
4200 · Miscellaneous Income

% of Budget

-11,009,528.14
-4,311,121.49
-167,706.40

25.1%
27.2%
47.4%

5,454,401.46

20,942,515.00

-15,488,113.54

26.0%

5,454,401.46

20,942,515.00

-15,488,113.54

26.0%

4,326,481.45

18,400,316.00

-14,073,834.55

23.5%

6000 · Reimbursed Expense

37,170.10

173,000.00

-135,829.90

21.5%

6150 · Professional Fees

50,179.96

199,000.00

-148,820.04

25.2%

6200 · Administrative Support

19,757.35

62,050.00

-42,292.65

31.8%

6250 · Rent

98,317.47

436,891.00

-338,573.53

22.5%

126,754.38

1,245,368.00

-1,118,613.62

10.2%

6350 · Insurance

77,789.05

74,550.00

3,239.05

104.3%

6400 · Communication

12,453.21

81,250.00

-68,796.79

15.3%

6500 · Training and Travel

32,708.70

156,090.00

-123,381.30

21.0%

6600 · Minor Capital Equipment

46,728.74

69,000.00

-22,271.26

67.7%

9,779.05

45,000.00

-35,220.95

21.7%

4,838,119.46

20,942,515.00

-16,104,395.54

23.1%

616,282.00

0.00

616,282.00

100.0%

616,282.00

0.00

616,282.00

100.0%

Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
5000 · Payroll Expense

6300 · Repairs & Maintenance

6700 · Supplies
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

$ Over Budget

14,704,064.00
5,919,749.00
318,702.00

4300 · Interest

3,694,535.86
1,608,627.51
150,995.60

Budget

242.49
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Snohomish County 911

10:45 AM

Profit & Loss Capital 80

04/03/19
Cash Basis

January through March 2019
Jan - Mar 19
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4200 · Miscellaneous Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit

19,193.75
950.76
950.76
20,144.51
20,144.51

Expense
6600 · Minor Capital Equipment

41,665.79

Total Expense

41,665.79

Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

-21,521.28
-21,521.28
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Snohomish County 911

10:49 AM

Profit & Loss Reserves 90

04/03/19
Cash Basis

January through March 2019
Jan - Mar 19
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

2,870.94
2,870.94
2,870.94
2,870.94
2,870.94
2,870.94
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Snohomish County 911

12:44 PM

Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual Operating Radio 100

04/09/19
Cash Basis

January through March 2019
Jan - Mar 19

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4030 · Radio System Assessment
4200 · Miscellaneous Income

% of Budget

254,153.04

110.1%

2,770,211.17

2,515,088.00

255,123.17

110.1%

2,770,211.17

2,515,088.00

255,123.17

110.1%

280,457.32

1,265,644.00

-985,186.68

22.2%

4,808.00

122,000.00

-117,192.00

3.9%

96,313.09

545,000.00

-448,686.91

17.7%

3,617.30

280,475.00

-276,857.70

1.3%

33,000.00

65,000.00

-32,000.00

50.8%

6400 · Communication

9,118.26

60,000.00

-50,881.74

15.2%

6500 · Training and Travel

1,965.74

7,500.00

-5,534.26

26.2%

10,176.68

169,469.00

-159,292.32

6.0%

440,427.88

2,515,088.00

-2,074,660.12

17.5%

2,329,783.29

0.00

2,329,783.29

100.0%

2,329,783.29

0.00

2,329,783.29

100.0%

Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
5000 · Payroll Expense
6150 · Professional Fees
6200 · Administrative Support
6250 · Rent
6300 · Repairs & Maintenance
6350 · Insurance

6600 · Minor Capital Equipment
6700 · Supplies
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

$ Over Budget

2,515,088.00

4300 · Interest

2,769,241.04
788.38

Budget

181.75

552.79

418.70
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Snohomish County 911

10:49 AM

Profit & Loss Capital Radio 110

04/03/19
Cash Basis

January through March 2019
Jan - Mar 19
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

10.52
10.52
10.52
10.52
10.52
10.52
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Snohomish County 911

10:49 AM

Profit & Loss Reserves Radio 120

04/03/19
Cash Basis

January through March 2019
Jan - Mar 19
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
4300 · Interest
4320 · Other Interest
Total 4300 · Interest
Total Income
Gross Profit
Net Ordinary Income
Net Income

26.92
26.92
26.92
26.92
26.92
26.92
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SNO911 Capital Plan 2019
Last Approved 09/20/2018
.
Project #
80-001
80-002
80-003
80-004
80-005
80-006
80-007
80-008
80-009
80-010
80-011
80-012
80-013
80-014
80-015
80-016
80-017
80-018
80-019
80-020
80-021
80-022
80-023
80-024
80-025
80-026
80-027
80-028
80-029
80-030
80-031
80-032
80-033
80-034
80-035
80-036
80-037
80-038
80-039
80-040
80-043

Updated: 03/31/2019
Project Name
RMS/Mobile/Corrections
CAD
UPS Replacement
Integrated Video Display System
Dispatch Consoles
Long Term Facility Plan
Datacenter Servers
FirstWatch
Managed Laptop Program
Flooring Replacement
CAD PCs-Dispatch
PC Workstations (Non-Public Safety)
Network Equipment/Security
Time and Scheduling Systems
UPS Battery Replace
Bldg Security Upgrade
Logging Recorder
Consulting/Outsourcing
Tyler Hardware
Mobile VPN Server/Software/Netmotion
Center Monitors and Displays
LOCUTION
MCC7500 Radio Consoles
Online Citizen Reporting
NG/Tyler Virtual Client Portal
Tyler/NG Datamart
Viper Phone Dispatch Workstations
Backups and Storage
Next Gen 911
Financial Software
HR & Payroll Software
Web Services
PBX Refresh
Mobile Manual Ops (CAD-In-A-Box)
Service Vehicles
Appliances
Furniture Replacement
Future Facility Initative
Generator Replacement
Backup Cooling System
Records Retention System
Beginning Balance
Expenditures
Net Balance after Exp.
Previous Year Carryover
Funds Transfer Per Board Approval
E911 Contribution
E911 Additional
Miscellaneous Income
NW SNOCOM Reimbursement
NW SCSO Reimbursement
Miscellaneous Reimbursement
Grant Reimbursement
Closing Funds
Anticipated Interest Income
Projected YE Balance

Planned
2019

YTD
2019

2020

2021

175,000

175,000

2022

Projected Future
2023

2024

2025

2026

175,000
175,000

60,000

600,000

17,500

6,868

17,500

12,500

17,500

13,000

16,000

12,768

12,500
20,000
130,000

150,000

200,000

100,000

150,000

150,000

130,000

200,000

10,000
5,000
10,000

10,000
30,000
20,000

10,000
5,000
10,000

10,000
10,000

75,000
100,000
200,000

10,000

6,841

10,000
100,000
10,000
13,000

20,000

13,000

13,000

13,000

36,000

25,000
10,000
15,000

175,000
10,000
15,000

10,000
15,000

10,000
150,000

10,000

10,000

10,000
150,000

5,000

30,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

30,000

5,000
65,000

5,000

5,000

5,000
65,000

10,000
10,000
385,000
10,000
13,000

1,200,000
60,000

165,000
10,000

5,000

65,000

15,000
45,000
50,000

5,000

5,000

50,000

5,000

5,000

50,000

5,000

3,700
12,000

5,000
5,000
5,700,000

5,000
12,000

5,000
5,000

5,000
12,000

5,000
5,000

5,000
12,000

11,641
12,000
50,000
145,000
1,353
3,400
5,000
740,000
250,000
0
4,779,394
3,445,900
1,333,494
0

2,194
5,147,109
41,666
5,105,443

1,333,494
791,200
542,294
0

542,294
6,187,500
(5,645,206)
0

(5,645,206)
437,500
(6,082,706)
0

(6,082,706)
305,500
(6,388,206)
0

(6,388,206)
220,000
(6,608,206)
0

(6,608,206)
959,000
(7,567,206)
0

(7,567,206)
1,113,000
(8,680,206)
0

542,294

(5,645,206)

(6,082,706)

(6,388,206)

(6,608,206)

(7,567,206)

(8,680,206)

19,193

1,333,494

951
5,125,587
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SNO911 Capital Plan 2019
Last Approved 09/20/2018

Project #
110-001
110-002
110-003
110-004

Wireless Technology Capital Plan
2019 DRAFT
Planned
Project Name
2019
Vehicle replacement
53,944
Generator at Gold Hill
93,361
Clinton site move
150,000
Deer Creek roof for generators
45,000

Beginning Balance
Expenditures
Net Balance after Exp.
Previous Year Carryover
Funds Transferred in 01/02/2019
2019 Assessment Funds Transfer Per Board Approval
Anticipated Interest Income
Projected YE Balance

0
0
342,305
(342,305)
0
166,582
80,856
(94,867)

YTD
2019

0
0
0

0

Projected Future
2023

2020

2021

2022

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)

(94,867)

(94,867)

2024

2025

2026

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)
(94,867)
0

(94,867)

(94,867)

(94,867)

(94,867)
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Snohomish County 911
Personnel Committee
Meeting Summary for April 9, 2019
Meeting Attendance:

Al Compaan, Chair
Jeremy Stocker
Kurt Mills
Sharon Brendle

Committee Members
 John DeRousse

 Roy Waugh
Staff Support Team
 Terry Peterson



Rick Smith



Angie Baird



Note: Follow-up action items are noted in italics. Decisions are underlined.
The meeting was called to order at 8:32 by Chief Al Compaan. There were no additions made to the agenda.
1.
Staffing Report & Recruiting Update. Terry reviewed the Staffing Report provided and reported that
dispatch currently has ten openings. Of the ten, seven positions were approved by the Board as part of
the 2019 budget. Twelve candidates are going through backgrounds, and he hopes to have at least nine
enter the next academy scheduled for May 6th. This trends suggests we could be at full staffing
sometime this summer. He also shared that management has been looking to make additional recruiting
videos and they’ve been discussing whether or not to re-start the bus ads. An additional academy is
tentatively scheduled for later in the summer, possibly July or August.
2.

Executive Director Job Description – Update. A redlined version containing proposed changes was
provided. Al reported that the only feedback he has received from the Board, as reflected on page 2, is
to add some language pertaining to the integration with SERS, and how the job is impacted. Kurt added
some specific qualifications including knowledge of all the systems that have to be maintained. Al asked
if there were any essential functions that he could add to. Kurt will expand on some of the bullet points
listed. The job description will be brought back to the Personnel Committee next month with the goal
of bringing it and Kurt’s employment agreement to the Board for final action at the May meeting. Al
asked that any proposed changes be emailed to him. Angie will review the language in the ILA to see if
there is anything specific that needs to be called out in the two documents.

3.

Executive Director Employment Agreement – Update. Al explained that he and Jordan Stephens from
Anderson Hunter used Terry Peterson’s recent employment agreement as a starting point for this
agreement. They then met with Kurt yesterday afternoon to review. The highlighted sections show
changes from yesterday’s meeting. In consideration of the comments that have been made regarding
the director’s compensation, he and Jordan, along with Rod Younker, thought it would be appropriate to
remove Kurt from the Appointive Staff salary scale and call out a separate compensation level and policy
for his agreement. Some of the issues discussed by the committee include:
a. SNO911 is one of the largest centers in the State and there are only a few comps, however the
current salary is not the highest from the comps.
b. A typo was pointed out under the section relating to compensation. The word “non” should be
removed.
c. A date should be added to the agreement that speaks to an annual evaluation.
d. When will evaluations be conducted? Is this called out in the ILA or the Appointive Staff Policy?
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e. Adding a clause to 7a. which addresses a transition consultation process that the departing
director would provide.
f.

The separation agreement mentioned in 7c. should be made a part of the agreement.

4.

Radio Upgrade Project Manager – Update. Terry reported that they have received hundreds of
resumes, but most of them are not qualified for the position. They are specifically looking for project
management and land mobile radio (or Motorola P25) experience. After their first round of interviews,
one candidate stood out among the rest. He ended up taking a position elsewhere. Out of the next
group of applicants, they are looking at 8 who are out of state. They will first be asking them if they are
willing to relocate, and if they are, they will be interviewed. Because of the immediate need during this
design review phase, they are also preparing an RFP through the County’s process to look at hiring a
professional firm. Asked about the estimated cost for this service, Terry replied that it will likely cost
more to hire a firm then just an individual. Additional discussion followed.

5.

Wireless Tech Salary Survey. Summit Law only received one response so staff are conducting outreach
to see if we can jumpstart a response.

6.

Round Table
a. Vision and Hearing Standards. There has been talk about specifying requirements for vision and
hearing. The issue has been brought to our attention while working through job accommodation
requests for medical conditions. Angie has located an out of state firm that may be able to help
define and document standards. Currently there are no standards listed for the industry.
Management is at the early stages of working on this issue. The committee discussed specifics
on who would be impacted, and whether or not this should be part of the minimum
qualifications listed in a future job description. More to follow on this subject.
b. Personnel Electronic Devices. Terry spoke about the use of personnel electronic devices in the
dispatch center and that we are actively looking at our policies. He thinks we are one of the only
large dispatch centers in the region that still allow the use of cell phones on the floor. He spoke
about the impact to the attentiveness, productivity and workflow. He explained the current
practices and spoke about some of the restrictions already put in place. The policy is currently
under review.
c. Executive Director’s Evaluation. Kurt requested the Personnel Committee to come up with a
form specific for the Director, rather than using the one used by all staff.
d. Appointive Staff Job Descriptions. Angie reported that they are starting the process of updating
the job descriptions for appointive staff, including those for Wireless Technology. It was
confirmed that these changes would need to be brought to the Board. She anticipates this
would be completed later this year.
e. Executive Director’s Employment Agreement. John pointed out another correction that needs
to be made in the Employment Agreement under Section 4, last sentence.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:38. The next Personnel Committee meeting is scheduled for Tuesday,
May 7th at 8:30 a.m., SNO911 Glacier Peak Meeting Room.
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Role of the Committee
The role of the finance committee Is primarily to provide financial oversight for the organization. lyplcal
task areas for small and midsized groups include budgeting and financial planning, financial reporting, and
the creation and monitoring of internal controls and accountabflity policies. An outline of responsibilities
appears below.
Bud1et1n1 and Financial Plannlna
1. Develop an annual operating budget with staff.
2. Approve the budget within the finance committee.
3. Monitor adherence to the budget.
4. Set long-range financial goals along with funding strategies to achieve them.
5. Develop multi-year operating budgets that lntesrate strategic plan objectives and initiatives.
6. Present all financial goals and proposals to the board of directors for approval.
Effective finance committees fully engage in an annualized budgeting process in cooperation with the staff
administrative leader and senior staff. Unless an organization's bylaws expressly forbid it, it may be
advantageous to include non-board members with financial expertise on the committee.
1,

5ubscrli:i& To O!.lr
lew;;lett:1r

In addition to developing an annual budget, the committee should also set long-term financial goals. These
goals might include, for example, the creation of a working capital or cash reserve fund and the creation of
a fund for maintaining or replacing equipment. If the organization has a strategic plan, the finance
committee will work with the staff to determine the financial Implications of the plan and will plot them
into a multi-year organizational budget that will financially support the Implementation of the strategies.
Reporting

If you like wl1;it you see here,
please consider sponsor'ir1g this
website.

1. Develop useful and readable report formats with staff.
2. Work with staff to develop a list of desired reports noting the level of detail, frequency, deadlines,
and recipients of these reports.
3. Work with staff to understand the implications of the reports.
4. Present the financial reports to the full board.
Effective finance committees require staff to provide highly contextual reports clearly communicating the
organization's financial and cash position, its adherence to the budget, its allocation of resources toward
the accomplishment of its mission, and Its support of any donor-Imposed restrictions on contributions.
Having a predetermined list of reporting expectations permits staff to allocate enough time to produce
accurate, high quality reports and not be caught off guard by ad hoc requests. In addition, these reports
should help to focus the board's discussion about expected outcomes and potential strategies for
overcoming setbacks or changes in the financial environment.
Internal Controls and Accountability Policies
1. Create, approve, and update (as necessary) policies that help ensure the assets of the organization
are protected.
2. Ensure policies and procedures for financial transactions are documented in a manual, and the
manual ts reviewed annually, and updated as necessary.
3. Ensure approved financial policies and procedures are being followed.
Although the entire board carries fiduciary responsibility for the organization, the finance committee
serves a leadership role in this area, making sure appropriate internal control procedures for all financial
transactions are documented in a manual and followed by staff. The committee should also play a role in

https://www.nonprofitaccountingbasics.org/reporting-operations/finance-committee-committee-chair-responsibilities
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The Finance Committee and Committee Chair Responsibilities I Nonprofit Accounting Basics
determining and updating bank account signatories as well as overseeing all legal and governmental filing
deadlines are met.
Finance committees are also often charged with ensuring compliance and/or developing other policies that
further serve to protect the organization and manage its exposure to risk. These include establishing
policies surrounding:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personnel policies
Executive compensation packages (in the absence of a separate human resources committee)
Long-term contracts or leases
Loans or lines of credit
Internet use and computer security
Capital purchases
Disposition of donated stock
Insurance requirements and reviews
Record retention
Gift acceptance

Covering Audits and Investments
Depending on many factors Including - the size of the board, the size of the budget, the magnitude and
complexity of existing financial assets - the finance committee may be called upon to perform the roles of
two other committees that are usually separate In larger organizations: the audit committee and the
investment committee. The basic audit and investment committees responsibilities include:
Audit Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recruit and select the auditor.
Review the draft audit and 990 as presented by the auditor.
Present the audit report to the full board of directors (ff the auditor does not do this).
Review the management recommendation letter (SAS112) from the auditor and ensure follow up on
any issues mentioned.

Investment Committee
1. Draft an investment policy detailing the objectives of the investment portfolio, guidelines on the
asset allocation of the portfolio based on a predetermined level of risk tolerance, authorizations for
executing transactions, disposition of earned income, etc.
2. Ensure provisions of the policy are followed.
3. Review the policy at least annually and update ff necessary.
4. Hire and evaluate the investment managers/advisors.
Even if an organization does not have enough cash to support a full blown investment portfolio, it should
manage its cash to optimize earned revenue. If an organization has excess operating cash, the finance
committee, with the staff administrative leader's input, may consider drafting guidelines for putting the
excess cash in low-risk, short-term vehicles. These should be designed to maximize earned revenue from
existing cash without interfering with operating cash flow needs, I.e., purchasing short-term CDs with
staggered maturity dates, or establishing a sweep account arrangement wherein excess cash is swept into a
higher-yield vehicle each night.
Role of the Chair
The finance committee chair is most often the board treasurer, whose specific duties are usually described
in the organization's bylaws. In practice these duties can vary considerably from a hands-on role, in the
case of the "working board" model, to a more supervisory role where transactions are largely handled by
staff.
As chair of the finance committee, the board treasurer makes sure the committee does its job. Specific
duties of the chair include:
1. Serving as the principal liaison between the committee and the full board,
2. Working with the staff leader to set an agenda for each committee meeting,
3. Notifying members about the meeting,
4. Ensunng handouts and reports are prepared and sent to committee members In advance.
An annualized committee task list is a useful tool for organizing the committee's wori(. This could take the
form of a month-by-month timeline or calendar that Integrates budgeting and financial planning deadlines,
governmental and legal filing deadlines, internal report deadlines, dates to review and update policies and
procedures, and dates of finance committee meetings and full board meetings.
The treasurer or finance committee chair does not always have to be a professional "numbers" person but
good judgment, logic, curiosity, and a commitment to accountability and the long-term financial stability of
the organization are vital traits. A good treasurer or finance committee chair will have, or quickly develop,
an understanding of nonprofit financial reporting and the IRS 990.
https://www.nonprofitaocountlngbasics.org/reportlng-operallons/finance-commlttee-committee-chalr-responsibililies
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The Finance Committee and Committee Chair Responsibilities I Nonprofit Accounting Basics
The presence of a fully engaged finance committee is a strong indication that an organization is committed
to good stewardship and is actively building and preserving the financial resources necessary to support the
accomplishment of its mission, both for the short and the long term.
� 2007 Elizabeth Hamilton Foley
Adopted from an article originally published in The Voice of Chorus America
http:l lchorusamerica.orglpublications.cfm#voice
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